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CHAPTER I 
JNTRODUCTION 
1 
This study is a concentrated e.ffort to construct an 
English Language Arts Curriculum'Guide for grade eleven which 
will be effective in promoting these fundamental goals: 
~To think clearly and honestly, to read 
thoughtfully, to communicate effectively, 
and to listen intelligently.n 1f 
The development of such skills is of vital importance to the 
future of American democracy and is basic in the attainment 
of the major purposes of .tunerican education which are (1) the 
cultivation of satisfying and wholesome personal lives, (2) 
the development of social sensitivity and effective partici-
pation in the life of the local community, the nation, and the 
and ( 3) the preparation for vocational competence. In 
' 
the achievement of these major purposes the English Language 
ts teacher must consider carefully the following major guid-
.... ~.~ -.~ !.:; 
ing principles: 
"Development of language power is an integral part of 
the total P~attern of the child's growth. 
The inescapable fact o:f: individual.:.:t.GI.ilflfef>enee_s·:>m.uat~:..be :;(,:"\ 
reckoned with if the goals of the la~guage arts are to be 
reached. _ 
•••• the need for developing language power in the social 
situation in which it is used. tt gj 
In constructing a curriculum guide with such underlying 
rinciples, the teacher must rea'rize that: 
•••• "curriculum~~-:-~ is not a listing of topics to be 
1/ Commission on th~ English Gurriculum NOTE, ~ Eng[iSh 
Language ~. Vol. 1, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
New York, 1952. p. 3 
gj Op. Cit., pp. 12, 13. 
-_ :Boston Uni varsi i>9l 
s.aool of Eduoatio~ I Librar~ _/ } 
mastered, but an attempt to de~ine maturing powers to be 
attained in thinking, speaking, listening, writing, and 
.reading, and to r.elate them constantly to the problems o~ 
living in a democracy today." 1/ 
-
To organize instruction in the classroom in such a way 
as to ~plement these principles of the modern English curri-
culum may constitute a problem. A suggested e~~ective 
organizational pattern is the unit method of teaching. y 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is to develop a yea.r 1 s out-
line of units in the English Language Arts ~or grade eleven of 
Brattleboro (Vermont) Union High School and to present th.ree 
completed illustrative units from that outline. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
This study: will be a guide for the teachers of the 
English Language Arts in grade eleven. It includes eight unit 
outlines built around the theme "The Individual and His 
American Heritage"; it stresses reading, listening, writing" 
. 
and speaking, and contains lists of the skills, attitudes" 
appreciations, and understandings to be developed. Only tb.ree 
of the units are in completed form. 
This study is further limited in that it is the work of 
one teacher. Since it is not a part of a sequential program, 
y Commission on the English -Curriculum NOTE, .T...b& En~lish 
Language ~.Vol. 1,. Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
New York, 1952. P• 15 
g/ Commission on the English Curriculum NOTE, ~ English 
Language ~ 1n ~ secondary School, .Vol. 3. Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1956, p. 69. 
obviously its value as. a curriculum guide is limited because 
it cannot provide for continous development. However, it is 
3 
hoped tnat this study will serve as an incentive to the write! 
and to other teachers to dev.elop a complete curriculum guide 
in the English L.9l:lgua.ge Arts. 
JUSTIFI·CATION · 
.. 
Brattleboro Union High School has no C~riculum Guide 
for the English Language A,iots. The writer has constructed 
this outline of units to meet teaching needs for grade eleven 
in that school. Since English teachers have been requested 
to devise possible curriculums for their own grades, 1he(.~wr·±te;r ' 
hopes this study will serve as the basis for the designing of 
a partial curriculum guide· to fit into the framework of a uni-
fied, developmental school curriculum. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The following terms as used in this study are defined 
as follows: 
Outline Qt ynits refers to a group of modified 
unit plans built around a central theme, contain-
ing only the title, an introduction, and a list 
of the special skills, abilities, understandings, 
attitudes, arid appreciations to be developed by 
means of each unit's activities and experiences • 
. ( ,l2 ~-: 1':1. s 
~entral ±heme means the special broad idea to be 
used as the center around which units are con-
structed. 
lin1h re~ers to a carefully considered body of 
rela.ted activities of significance to the pupil, 
%~P~~f?,~ as to develop insight, skill, under-
standings, and control of some important aspect 
of human experience. 1./ 
Resource .wU..:t. is a comprehensive analysis and 
organization of the o·"Qjectives, problems, acti-
vities, and materials which form a.unit in a 
sequence o~ plans for achieving the purposes o~ 
education. g/ It is used by the teacher only as 
a resource for her own planning. 
Teaching-learning unit is the unit the teacher 
has adapted from a resource unit for classroom 
use. The students use this ~s,.-a guide. 
Subject-matter~ means a unit developed pri-
marily for subject mastery. 
Life-problem unit refers to a unit f!oaased.;di-
rectly on some life problem--How To Choose A 
Career--How To Grow Up. It uses content from 
many sources as a.tool. 
E&perience unit unifies materials and activities 
around the experiences, needs, and purposes of 
the learner • 
CurricuJum Guide lists the learnings to be ac-
quired cumulatively through experiences. Skills 
and competencies as well as major concepts in 
speaking, writing, reading, listening, and ob-
serving are identified. Attitudes and appreci-
ations conducive to personal development are also 
listed~ Learnings to be acquired in social be-
havior include skills and competencies and infor-
mation important to good citizenship. ~ 
1/ Leonard, J. Paul, DeyeJoping ~ Se~ondary School 
Curriculum, Rinehart and Company, Inc., New York, 
1956, p. 436 
y .2.£• cit., p. 477. 
Smith, Dora V •, TM. English Language ~..in ~ 
Secondary School. Prepared py the Commission on 
the English Curriculum NCTE, Vol. 3. Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc. 1 New. York, 1956, p. 58. 
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Even before· the turn 'of tb.e century, f.ar-seeing teachers 
and educators of the secondary schools were questioning. the 
effectiveness of.the preparation-for ... colleg~ 'curriculum and 
its· emphasis upon the acquiring of. subject matter and the mem 
oriza.tion of facts. As more and more young people of diverse 
abilities and interests entered tlle secondary schools, admini-
strators and teachers began to ask how the school could best 
meet tP.ese needs and provide tP.e type of education the youth . 
of a democratic society reqUired in order to function most 
effectively in that.society. A new knowledge of psychology, 
the changes·in thinking, in the methods of education, and in 
the attitudes toward adoles.cents resulted in experimentation 
a·hd in detailed studies:' of scQ.ool.s, students, and the society 
which was based on democratic ideals it wislled .to perpetuate. 
By 1930 the fotindations fo~ a new·concept.of learning and 
teaching had been made, based upon the fundamental values of 
P.f'>.m.oqracy which. the schools were to impleme:r.r~, upon the new ,,.............. .. . . . 
dynamic psychology of learning·anc1 transfer, and upon. a 
quarter of a century of e::g:perimentation in the· classroom. 1/ 
To meet this new challenge, educators convened, dis-
cussed, and experimented before finally .formulating tentative 
ims, purposes, goals, and objectives o.f the secondary schools 
y A.,lber:t;y, Harold; Reorganizin~ ~ liigh-School Ou:rriculum.. 
·The Macmillan Company, New York,. 1953 11 p. 283. . . . 
and thei:r cu.r:riculums~ ·Especially siginificant have been the 
recent programs for. general· education because. they are char~ 
acterized by the following principles: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
they recognize the need for common skills, 
attitudes, behaviors,. and understandings 
among all youth in a. democratic society; 
they are centered in the social personal 
needs of youth; 
they are related to goals deemed desi:rable 
rather than to subjeCt discipline; 
They are. orderly and carefully planned, 
worthy in themselves, and pupils l:'ecognize 
their significance for their own living and 
education;. and . 
they give a truly significant· pUrpose to 
universal secondary education and relate to 
its pr.oper place the development of special · 
interests and a:ptitudes for college· entrm ce, 
occupational competence, . and personal devel-
opment. These principles .represent the. :first 
significa~t fundamental change in the curri-
culum. of secondary education in the past fifty 
·years. 1/ · · · · · 
. - '/ ' . 
Further stud;y ·of the modern curriculums shows certain 
trends:··· 
(1) 
(2). 
a swinging away from subject-centered 
· curriculUm to an experience curriculum 
based upon the needs, interests, and 
.abilities of adolescents;· 
away from the daily-ground-to-be-cover.ed 
assignment-recitation procedure imposed 
on the·atude:nt to broad comprehension 
units of work planned co=operatively by 
teachers and students.; 
1 Leonard, J. Paul~ Develbpin~ ..th.a Secondary School 
CurricuJum., Rineb.arat and Company, Inc., New York, 
1956, p. 395. 
(3) ·away fx-om tests and examinations that 
stress facts,. inf'ormation, .and specific 
skills to a:nevaluation program.that also 
emp,hasizes thinking, co-operation, social 
sensitivity, creativeness, appreciation 
and self~direction; and 
•. 
(4) away from a progrmn dominated by the de-
mands of the colleges to a program deter-
mined by the needs of students in everyday 
l~:vtng. l/ · · 
...!.. _., :.' ........ '.:., •. . 
7 
These needs had to be clearly defined. :Probab.ly the most 
comprehensive list is that of the National Association of 
Secondary School Principals whose statement of the ten imper-
ative needs of youth is as follows: 
1. · All youth need to develop· saleable skills 
and those understandings and attitudes 
that make :the worker an intelligent and 
productive participant in economic life. 
To this end, most youth need supervised. 
work experience as well as education in 
the skills and knowledge of their occupations. 
2. All youth need to develop and maintain 
good health and physical fitness and mental 
health. 
3. All youth need to understand the rights and 
duties of' the· citizen of a democratic society 
and to be diligent and competent in the per-
formance of their obligations as members of 
the community and citizens of the state and 
nation.· and to have· an understanding of the 
nations·· and of. the peoples of the world. 
4. All youth need to understand the signifi-. 
cance of' the f'ain.ily for the individual and 
society and the conditions conducive to 
successf'ul family life .. 
y Alberty, Harold, .QE• cit., p. 24. 
u 
5. All youth need to know how to purchase and 
use goods and s.ervices intelligently, under-
standing both the values received by the 
consumer :and the economic consequence of their 
acts. 
6. All youth need to understand the methods of 
science, the influence of science on human 
life 1 and the .matn scientifiC facts concern-
ing the nature of the world and of man. 
7. All youth need opportunities to develop their 
capacities to appreciate beauty in literature, 
art.., music, and nature. 
8 
s. All youth need to be able to use their leisure 
time well and to budget it wisely, balancing 
activities that yield satisfactions to the 
individual with those that are socially useful. 
9. All youth need to develop respect for other 
persons, to grow in their insight into ethi-
cal values and principles, to be able to live 
and work co-operatively with others, and to 
grow in the moral and spiritual values of 
life. · 
10. All youth need to grow in their ability to 
think rationally, to express their. thoughts 
clearly, and to listen and to read with 
understanding. 
Specified needs of society are also important factors in 
the planning of the modern curriculum. The National Associ-
ation of· Secondary School Principals lists the following 
imperative needs of society: 
1.. Society needs to be organized and governed so 
that differences will be respected and peace 
and political stability shall prevail among 
all nations. 
2. Society needs a free economic system which 
supplies the basic needs of people without 
. interruption. 
3. Society needs to develop a condition which 
facilitates co-ope~ation among labo~~ govern-
men~, farmers, and industry; which promotes 
free discussion of differences; andwhicb. 
enables groups. to reach agreements for co-
operative planning and action. 
4. Society needs to make. it possible fo~ organized 
business and.labor to share the benefits of 
production on tel:'Ins reached by bargaining 
alllOng themselves. · 
5. Soclety needs to provide opportunities for indi-
viduals to work continously at living wages arid 
enjoy secwity after they b.ave passed tb.eir pro-
ductive period in life. 
6. Society needs. to· develop loyalty to tb.e p~inciples 
of democracy, to protect individual freedom of 
thought and express-ion, to a~sure justice to all 
its citizens, and to develop independent people 
free from harmful propaganda and uniformity. 
7. Society needs to make it pos.sible for people of 
all races, colo~s, ·and creeds to be respected 
witb. equal opportunities for work, legal pro-
tection, and educat:i.on. 
a. Society needs a strong popula~ government to 
protect the-welfare of its citizens from illegal 
practices or irresponsible groups. 
9. Society needs to protect and replenish its 
natural resources so that they may not be 
wasted or exhausted. 
10. Society need.s to preserve the basic social 
institutions of home and family and church 
and school so that fundamental social, moral, 
and spiritual values may be learned, cherished, 
and perpetuatede 1/ 
These connnon needs of youth and of society gave rise to 
tb.e basic concepts of general education which is designed to 
develop the traits and understandings that men must have in 
common to sustain a democracy, despite the differences among 
y Leonard, .r. Paul, E.E.• cit., PP• 374, 375. 
9 
.I 
c 
individuals. In turn, if gene~al education calls for a pos-
session of common competencies, then there are common learn-
ings for which the c~ricul:um must provide. The following 
group of qualities chanactize the common lear~ings: 
1. The Common Learnings program is a "thread ofsex-
periencen that runs through all or part of the 
curriculum and is not confined to one particular 
course or area,. .Safety educ.ation is an illustra-
tion, where various aspects of safe living and 
practice are found in many phases o:r the school 
program-=the various subject fields, the recre~ 
at ional program, the iJraff ic. s i tua t.ion. 
2. Common Learnings' act!ivities are based 'upon the 
needs of immediate society ib which the student 
lives. They are concerne(\ with the school as 
well as the civic community of which he is a 
part. In this connection, housing is a problem 
which concerns most youth and affeQi;s them at a 
number Qf key: points in their lives. It is a 
part .of different.portion~.of the school program. 
3. Common Learnings use information, facts, and 
other data as· means to an· en.d\'!'1-improved living. 
These facts deal primarily with the present sit-
uation. The historical past is drawn upon to 
interpret the present and to plan for the future~ 
Birth rate;· vital statistics~ and bank clearings 
all are important in terms of the lif'e of the · 
community and its improvement. 
4. common Learnings stress skills, attitudes, 
understandings, and appreciations in many aspects 
tp,;which they ar'e related,. The use of these 
characteristics in an intelligent manner pro-
vides solutions to the problems which arise. 
Family living is a concern of all, and in the 
various problems which confront youth:, 8:1.1 of 
these aspects are present and must be used. 
5. Common Learnings give parti'cular attention to 
the developmental tasks of .youth, as he seeks 
to grow in his relationships to his age mates, 
his parents and family, his vocation, and his 
values. In extra-class activities, the orient,.. · 
ation program, and the guidance areas$ these 
10 
11 
tasks are highly involved. 
6. Common Learnings are so essential to everyone 
that they must be experienced as often as ne-
cessary. Based upon th~ maturity of the learner; 
this repetition is valuable. at each stage. Citi-
zenship education is a primary responsibility of 
the School~ and in .terms Of the learnerT S deVel~ 
opment, there. are repeated and expanded experiences 
which are most essential at every grade level. 
7. Common Learnings frequently involve co-operative 
planning by teachers from different subject areas, 
usually with one teacher having primary responsi-
bility for a group of students. There is extensive 
cutting across subject lines to make for more 
effective and economical learning, with emphasis 
on the functional aspects of each learning ex-
perience. The subj~ct areas usually involved are 
those in the fields of English and social studies, 
with ~s.cience, mathematics, and some· of the arts 
frequently included:. 
s. Common Learnings usually use the uhit method, of 
teaching, with the units selected a~cording to 
"the needs of the class • In the selection of 
topics and the development of units on these topics, 
there is frequently teacher-teacher planning and 
usually extensive teacher-learner planniJ:lg• 
9. Common Learnings are more effective when there is 
more than one period daily devoted to this pro-
gram. The extended period provides the opportunity 
for more activity, participation, research,· and 
conferences on the problems involved. In the 
program where materials are-drawn from a number 
of areas, the·-experiences tend to cover much of 
the subject· mafter usually included .under sepa-
rate subject offeripgs. Problems ~bat relate to 
the community illustra~e this point--drawing from 
most of the conventiofual fields, socialstudies, 
science,- mathematics, communication, and the arts. 
10. Common Learnings make their greatest cont~ibution 
when the problem-solving technique is used-ip. 
cl§,ssroom method. This involves maximum parti-
cipati-on by the learners in terms best suited to 
their needs. In personality development, for 
example, the questions and problems of youth are 
best met by this method·. 
11. Common Learnings tend to include services from 
J 
the non-subject areas, such as the guidance, 
extraclass, student government, and leader-
ship fields8 These fr.equently incorporated 
as a definite part. of ·the program or may be 
drawn on incidentally as the need arises. 
12. Common Learnings encourage the development of 
school-community relationships. Much of the 
activity within the common learnings program 
tends to take the school out into tb.e community 
and to bring the community into the school. 
For example, in the consideration of vocations, 
there is a rich opportunity to involve the 
community in this vital problem through visits 
to various businesses and to bring representatives 
of different occupations into the school. 
13. Common Learnings use a variety of methods in the 
development of the program and.utilize a wide 
range of teaching aida. Committee work, dis-
cussions, panels, reports; excursions and field 
trips are frequently used. 1/ . · . 
The acceptance ·of a philosophy which included the 
Common Learnings;; the needs ot youth and society, the con-
12 
cepts of individual differences and the wholeness of learning 
meant that the curriculum had to be organized in such a way 
that daily classroom procedure could be ad~pted to "it. Most 
educators agreed that one of the best ad~ptations of the 
modern curriculum· for. the classro.om was the unit method of 
teacbing8 
TEE UNIT METHOD OF TEACHING 
•• L- ..... "" •• 
The teaching-learning unit is the most promising pro~ 
cedure for carrying into effect tbe best we have learned from 
out s.ir\ldY of the psychology of learning and the various move-
ents looking toward a general unified conception of edu-
Leonard J". Paul, .212• cit., pp. 3.79-381 · 
13 
ational method. 11 'Although teachers had worked out some 
ethods providing for individual differences by the end of the 
decades of the twentieth,century, Henry c. 
ol"rison of the Laboratory School of the University of Chicago 
first to develop an actual unit. He believed that 
learning is 'an actual change in the, behavior of the 
This change is designated as an adaption and is re-
unitary. Education is a series, of successive uni-
ary adapta:bmons; an , appropriat,e, teachi!?-g procedure for 
cquiring them must be set '+P• The unit method was his pro-
edure for teaching the required adaptations. 
, The most acceptable concept of a unit is, that it is a 
arefully considered body of, rela,ted activities of signifi-
ance to the pupil and so planned as to develop insight, , skill 
de-l'standing, and control of some important aspect of human 
xperience. Y The modern unit is orgal ized around an idea 
o be acquired and is planned with reference to the experience 
ost desirable for a pupil, the context most appropriate, and 
evaluation most fitting. The following' characteristics 
found in the effective unit; 
,Ja It is a body of closely related facts and pria-
ciples so organized as to contribute tc:i the 
understanding of an importm t aspect of the 
course. 
2. , It is possible to present the unit as a whole in 
11 Alberty ,Harold, .212• cit. ,p. 2'74 
. .. ' ,. ,.. . . ~ ." .. . .. ~ "' .. . . .. 
E./ Leonard, J. Paul, :@. ~ ,p. 436 
a form so concise as to give the learner a clear 
conception of it before be undertakes to study it. 
3. The objectives must be so definitely stated that 
they are cle ar not only to the teacher 'but also 
to. ·the pupil.. The learning products must be 
known. 
4. All qualified pupils must be able to master the 
minimum essentials necessary and sUfficient to 
attain a complete mastery of the ~it. 
5. It must contain supplementary materials to allmwx 
freedom in_ adapting the work. to the individual 
differences of the pupils. Y · · · 
14 
The purpose of the teaching-learning unit is to develop 
. . 
.. . 
und.e:r>standing :r>atber than memorization and to po:r>tray the 1mity. 
and relationship .in materials which otb..erwise may appear only 
successive in character. The unit brings the curriculum much 
.. 
closer to the learner· and. the demands of knowledge.. It 
achieves fusion by finding the source of unity both from with-
in and from without the learner. 
The term "unitn refers to at least three diffe:r>ent types: · 
-. ~ .. -. .;, . . 
The sub jeet niatter unit primarily for subject 
mastery with faith ·that such activated material, 
by being taught,in a better manner., would provide 
informationfor life situations. 
The ~-problem J.m...1.:t focuses· directly upon life, 
using the content from many sources as a tool-~How 
To Choose A Career, HoY{ To Grow Up. 
These two types ofunits are usually planned and prepared 
y the teacher or the faculty committees and are significant 
and valuable for tbe·pupils. 
The e:x;perience JJ.n.1.:1i unifies materials around the 
experience~, needs, and the p~poses of the learner. 
~ :.. . .. "- ... 
lf Alberty,_ Harold, m• illu P• 276. 
It grows out of the belief that the centralizing 
and orgru. izing point of the unit must be within 
the learner himself who must have a need accom-
panied by a purpose, or the learning becomes 
imposed and to that extent ineffective. The ex-
perience unit permits practice· of the desirable 
behaviors needed for personal, social, and vo-
cational competence. It utilizes not only the 
conventional skills but also.planning, organizing, 
discussing, analyzing, interviewing, outlining, 
generalizing, applying, and evaluating. lf The 
experience unit is planned by teacher and pupils 
around some needs of the pupil; the need requires 
activities requirll1g thought and research; the 
unit provides for the knowledge and. skills, atti-
tudes and appreciations necessa.ry to face the 
problem; a series of experience units forms a 
pattern of growth and development in the life of 
the child. Experience units a.re based on life 
itself. 
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The resource rm.it · f<;>r the teacher is a comprehensive · 
analysis and orgm ization of the objectives, problems, acti-
vities, and materials which form a unit in a sequence of pJans 
for achieving the purposes of education. It is a form of pre-
planning made by teachers and designed· to guide them in their 
selection. of instructional problems and materials. Made by 
one or more teachers, it serves as a source for the planning 
of actual teaching units. The purposes of the resource units 
may be listed as.follows: 
1. To furnish suggestions for materials, methods, 
activities, teaching aids, and evaluative pro-
cedures for building a learning unit: 
2. To provide a means of helping the teacher to 
organize materials so that he can depart from 
the traditional use of the textbook as a guide 
in curriculum development. 
3. To provide suggestions for the teacher for trans-
lating an educational philosophy into p!>actice. 
4. To serve as a guide in helping the teacher to 
include in the learning unit certain important 
values basic to education in a democracy: 
5. To sensitize the teacher to all of the signifi~ 
cant problems and issues that have a b.earing on 
an area of living: 
Y Leonard, J. Paul, ~· Al:t.., P• 440 
6~ To utilize the personnel resources of the school 
appropriate to the cooperative pre-planning o£ a 
particular ~it: 
7. To conserve the time of the teacher: 
s. To make it possible to have teaching materials 
available when needed. 1/ 
l6 
Resource~\units ·become. importm t aids for teachers who are 
reorganizing their instruction programs. They are often found 
in the curriculUJp. guides of modern school programs. The dif-
ference between resource unit_s and teaching units lies chiefly 
iil•1the fact that the resource unit is made for the teacher 
rather than for direct student use· and is extensive, suggest-
ive, and flexible so that the teacher may make whatever 
adaptations are necessary to mee~ the individual interests and 
needs of her own class. 
A teaching ~ is usually characterized by the foll.aw'mg: 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
A statement of specific objectives in terms of 
behavioral changes desired in pupils. 
A topical outline or a list of questions phrased 
in terms of student language which may be used to 
select the content to be utilized. 
A specific list of activities and projects which 
.should be useful or helpful for all the pupils . 
in the class. 
Those activities which would be especially v~l­
uable for particular individuals with different 
interests in a given class. 
References which provided the information needed. 
Those should be specified in very definite terms 
so that the pupil will not be required to read 
1) Leonard, J~ Paul,~ cit., pp. 477-478 
dozens of pages in Order to find a few particular 
ideas. 
6. Suggestions for evaluation should be included in 
the teaching unit. These will be useful and 
necessary each step of the way. 1/ 
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In developing a teaching unit a teacher first becomes 
familiar with materials, objectives, generalizations, activi-
ties, and suggestions. in the resource unit, selecting mater>iaJa 
. . 
most likely to meet pupil needs, interests, and abilities. He 
then reads the suggested materials in tb.e bibliography check-
ingr'av:.allability and ef1'ectiveness. Community resources and 
~isual aids of all kinds are checked, selected, and planned. 
~inally he builds up an outline and from that a program for 
his own situation. 
In recent years much emphasis has been placed upon the 
experience unit because of the cooperative planning involved. 
Such a process contains the procedures of cooperative group 
. .· . . . 
planning so necessary in moderp life, and because pupils par-
ticipate in selecting activit;ies, individual differences, 
interests, and capacities are more likely to be met. Howev:er, 
the goals must lend themselves to group activity and be worth-
!while. . Discussions and activities should be relevant to the 
goals. This type of unit can also be developed from tbB re-
source unit. 
Generally, all types of units have these specific charac-
teristics in common: 
; ' 
~ y Leonard, J". Paul, 2£• cit., P• 504 
l=======tJ===============t!==== 
II 1. The unit begins with a statement of objectives, 
goals, or purposes to be achieved by following 
the unit organization or outline. . 
2. The units usually contain an introduction which 
orients the teacher to the basic concepts or 
principles involved in the unit and relates them 
to previous units. 
3. Usually a large number of problems, issues, basic 
concepts, generalizations, or skills involved in 
the unit are listed so that· the teacher may select 
the specific ones she disires to use. 
4. A large number of group acti vi ties which the 
teacher may use with the students are suggested. 
These are usually very definite and specific 
and .are so numerous that the teacher would., by 
virtue of their number, be. forced. to choose 
rather than to follow them alL. 
5. Definite suggestions are made for procedures, 
methods, or plans of attack and may be used to 
initiate the unit,.to proceed with certain proe-
lems or issue·s, ·and to culminate the unit into 
a well-rounded learning experience. · · 
6• Large numbers of reference materials, many of 
which are usually annotated, are suggested. 
These reference materials are in the forms of 
books, pamphlets, slide .films, records, radio 
programs, magazine articles, and other kinds 
of audio=visual materials. Usually community 
resources are also listed in terms of people, 
-._ "~'~ institutions, or important places, which may 
be visited. c 
7. Ways and means of . evaluating the Je arning out-
comes of the unit are usually suggested, and 
in some units specific tests and forms of test-
ing are given .. 
s. In many units suggestions are given fo!' related 
materials to be used with students with a special 
interest or special abilities. y 
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Much has been written·on the value of unit instruction. 
lA. summary of these values is presented· in the following list 
Y >Leonard, J. Paul, .Q.U• ~.,. P• 504 
I 
_I 
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from the M~nnesota State Department of Education. 
1. 
4. 
5 .. 
6. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
The ·unit of experience begins with the needs 
and interests of the childr~n. 
Interests can.be created by teacb.ers through 
arranging an environment out of which will 
grow the purpose and enthusiasm for the work 
to be undertaken. 
Problems are set up and solved by the teacher 
and tb.e pupils. 
pupil planning m d replanning takes place under 
teacher guidance. 
Units· cut across· subject-matter lines, thereby 
providing for integration. 
Units provide for many firsthand .experiences. 
Lifelike situations in which tb.e child may 
orgm ize, evaluate,. build, experiment, inter-
view, read, share, dramatize, and express his 
ideas in various media are important parts of 
the unit. · 
Tb.e unit centers in the present, using tbe past 
for tb.e purpose of interpreting existing con-
ditions and stimulates an interest in f.uture 
living. 
Individual differences are represented by help-
ing each child develop according to his capacities 
and potentialities. 
The children, under teacher guidance, constantly 
evaluate attainment and methods of work. 
Many opportunities are provided for developing 
skills in meaningful sit"?-ations. 
Drill becomes functional, ·as needs for. drill 
arise in tb.e unit. 
The unit contributes definitely to the develop-
ment of study.skills. 
Subject matter is used in solving problems, 
thereby giving meaning to factual material. 
15. Units develop about an understanding and appre-
ciation of the child's environment. 
16. Desirable social habits are developed as the 
children work on committees and in groups. 
17. Critical thinking is stimulated • . y 
THE EMERGING LANGUAGE_ARTS PROGRAM OF TEE SECONDARY SCHOOL 
2C 
Current trends in the Language Ar~s p_rogram have _kept 
pace with the trends of the entire secondary school curri-
culum. The leadership_for the.Languae?;e Arts curriculum 
undoubtedly lies with tb~ Commission of the_ English Curriculum 
of the National Council of Teachers of. English, which in 1945 
was appointed to. study the place· of language arts in life to-
day, to examine the needs and methods of learning for children 
an~ _youth, and to pre~are a series of volumes on the English 
curriculum based on sound democra~ic p~inciples and the most 
adequate resea~cb con?erning how powers in the language arts 
can best be developed. To date~ three volumes have been 
published: 
Volume I, ~English Language ~, gives an over-
view of tb.e English Language Arts curriculum· 
from the preschool through the graduate scb.ooJ, 
brings the beat thinking in the field to bear 
upon the major issue>s faced by curriculum 
committees. 
Volume II, I•aniua~e ~ ·!..Ql! Today' a Children, applies 
at .the.· elementary level the principles of the 
curriculum development established by the 
tested· experience of the Commission, the Com-
mittee, and teachers throughout the country. 
y Minnesota State Department of Education,·· A Guide for Better 
Instruction in Minnesota Schools. St. P~l, _1946 pp.l20_,]21 
Volume III, .T.ha English Lap~ua~e ~ ].n ~ Secondary 
School, applies those principles to curri-
culum development in the secondary school 
and presents a comprehensive and illustra-
tive discussion on the unit method of 
teaching. 
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The emerging . curriculum shows revision based upon the 
increasine!? knowledge_ abou~. the _grow~h of secondary school pup ... 
ils, their personal and group needs, and· the problems of human 
relationships involved in their in?reasing maturity _a.!ld the 
i~creasing complexities of society. Teachers are drawing 
aterials from all pertinent human and material Desawces and 
are organizing them in terms of the most effective learning 
situations. To provide for individual ·differences, activities 
or group participation_are wide enough to scope and deep 
enough in meaning to provide.for interests and needs of all. 
Development·. of the Language Arts curriculum must take 
into consideration the following ten major goals which, tb.e 
Commission believes, experience in the Language Arts should 
rovide: 
(1) Wholesome personal development, (2) dynamic and 
worthwhile allegiances 'through heightened moraJ.. 
perception and a personal sense of values, (3) 
a growing intellectual curiosity and capacity 
for critical thinking,_ (4) _effective use of 
language in .tbe daily af'.f'airs ;of' life, (5) ha-
bitual ahd intelligent use of' the mass modes of 
communication,- ( 6) growing personal interests 
and increasingly mature standards of enjoy.ment, 
(?) effective habits of work, (8) competent 
use of language and reading for_ vocational pur-
poses, (9) social sensitivity and effective 
participation in the group life, (10) faith in 
and alligiance to the basic values of a demo-
22 
cratic society. 1/ 
To achieve these goals, the English curriculum must be 
developed in the light of two major guiding principles: (1) 
The development of language power is an integral part of th~ 
total pattern of the child's growth which is a continuing pro-
cess and can be aided and directed but not hurried. Indiv~ 
differences must be reckoned with. (2) There is a need for 
developing language power in the social situation in which it 
is used. Skill in a particular way of using language·is ac-
quired only through frequent.participation in the social acti-
vity in which it is involved. A good language arts curriculum 
helps the students to develop through the nonmal stages of 
their growth into mature mastery ~f language and understanding 
of literatu.:re to the end that they may use these powers intel-
ligently for the enrichment of their own lives and the 
improvement of the socie~y in which they live. g/ 
The Commission further states: 
'L·i·!'.:; !!Whe technique of curriculum making differs 
in that it is not a listing of topics to be 
mastered but an attempt to define maturing -
powers to- be attained in thinking, speaking, 
listening, writing, .and reading, and to re-
late tb.em constm t1y ·to the ·problems of 
living in a democracy today." y 
1/ Commission of the English Curriculum NOTE, ~·English 
Language AtlJ!, Vol. 1, Appleton-century-Crofts, Inc., 
New York, 1952, pp. 41-54. -
gj E.E• cit~., p. 14. 
3/ .I12.151., P• 15. 
To provide .fo:r> the maturing powers, the language al:'ts 
progt>am should be a sequential one that plans for steady 
growth and development _in each individual.; 
The principles and goals of the English Curriculum 
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C?mmission are b~ing incorporated into teaching pl:'actices all 
over the country. Arne Jewett, Language Arts Specialist of 
. . . . . . -
the u. s. Office of Education, pl:'esents an overview of the 
~ajor trends in the teaching of high school English in a talk 
presented to the National Council of Teachers of Englis_b. at too 
1956 Convention. The writer offers them here in an adapted 
!form: 
1. More stres.s on·what seem to be the tl:'ue nature 
and .functions of the English language. Units 
include an explanation of thepower ·of·language 
for good or evil, elementary semantics; the use 
of language for social control and many ethel:' 
uses. 
2. More writing. 
3. More emphasis on the development of good speech 
habits in .. all oral work. Enlisting the. help of 
oth~r teacb.el:'~ in maintaining speec~ skills. 
4. -Resource units based upon reading interests and 
developmental needs of youth· and containing a 
wide vlil:'iety of suggested learning experiences 
and activities, which enable all pupils--from 
slowto rapid learners--to work toward signi-
ficant goals in English. · 
5. Stress on ethical, moral, and spiritual yalues 
through_ literature and language;. 
6.. An interest in determining which titles in our 
heritage of literature. should .be taught to all 
pupils from grades seven .to twe1.ve. The con-
cern here is to teach literature which ought to 
be a pa.rt o'f eve.ryone•s experience, lite.ratU!'e 
o'ften re'fer.red to which will serve as a uni'fy-
ing, binding force in our democratic society. 
7. Mo!'e thematic units featuring lite~ature about 
people in other lands. 
. . . 
8. Improvement in the quality o'f reading in high 
school through developmental and .remedial 
.reading p.rog!'ams. 
9. Encouragement of pupil~ by teacP,ers and parents 
to develop their own home libraries composed o'f 
inexpensive pape.rba6k books and hard-cover books 
of literary quality. · 
10. More attention to the potentials of superior 
student,~ in. the field o'f language a:rts. 
11• An ef'fo:rt toward a natural correlation of EnglisP. 
arid social studies rat.her than a 'forced and . 
·artificial fusion• 
12. Effect ot extracurricular activities ori the 
teacher 1 s wo.rkload. Teac·hers are being given 
lighter teaching loads or extra compensation 
'fo.r advising (9Xt)?a-curricu~~ grou1?s. 
' 13. A tlationwide·effortto determine psychological 
sequence 'for. content--at the sall1e time making . 
provision for_di'fferences in pupil achievement. 
Scope and sequence charts are acquainting 
teachers with topics taught at higher and lower 
·levels than their own. ·· •- • . · .. · · 
14. A concerted effort by senior high school English 
teachers and college composition teachers to 
effect closer articulation b~tween their language 
programs~-
15. Television is moving into the -clas.s:room. Closed 
circuit experiments in teaching English by TV to 
high school pupils are being carried on in Albany~ 
seattle, Detroit, and other cities. The results 
will need to be care'fully reviewed in the light 
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of several factors which involve this one question: 
How can television be used to improve the quality 
o'f English· teaching ahd to help pupils develop 
skills, traits, and habits which ar.e needed in 
democratic living? 
'.i 
These trends indicate that many language arts-
teachers are professionally active in keeping 
·.abreast of present-day needs .• 1/ 
Teachers seek some means of organizing instruction that 
implements the principle of learning through use in purposeful 
activities and at· the same time recognizes the relatedness of 
- - -
all the languat5e skills and literature. One e.:ti'fective organi-
zational pattern is· the unit method of teachingo g/ As def~ 
by the Commissi?n on the E~glish Curriculum the unit means: 
u.~ •• tb.at varied activities in the language·arts are 
developed around a central theme or purpose, clear 
and significant to the·student. It must be suffi-
ciently broad· to involve ip some measure· all'four 
of the language arts and to permit each individual 
· (1) to ·work in·,co-operation with his_ class and (2) 
to pursue certain ·special interests in a wide range 
of materials and experiences suited to· his· ability. 
In working through a unit, ·students need to think 
clearly. and logically' to plan under. the. guidance 
of-the teacher; to assign tasks and to accept re-
sponsibilit"j either as individuals or in groups,-
and to learn such research techniques as use of· 
library reference sources, ·directed observation, 
and the interview. At the same time, they have 
opportunities for practicing many. forms of speech 
and writing wi.th direct attention to these skills 
as the need arises. In· a social setting, the stu-
dents test their powers and have opportunity to note 
the results, both as regards the quality of their 
own performance and its effect upon the listener or 
reader." '§} · 
y Adapted. Arno Jewett, "National Trends in Teaching High 
School English", ~ English Journal., · (Septemb~r, 1957) ,-
PP• 326-329. 
2/ Commission on the English Curfticultim, NOTE, ~ English 
tm guage Ar.:t.a .1n. · .irut. Secondary School, Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Inc., New York, 1956, p. 69. 
. . . . . . . 
'§,/ opus. cit., pp. 69-70 
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To better effect the language arts experiences that will 
help ,America~ :y-outh tow_ard the achieving of the ten major goa 
the most adequate program is one containing broad units of 
instruction. 
"Unite teaching in terms of life, draw from 
the·past and present experiences of the pup-
ils, and lead to the habit o:f seeking valuable, 
new first-hand and vicarious e.x:periences. Out 
of these linits pupils realize the significance 
of their owpexperiences and those of others. 
Te-chniques of language--sentence ·structure, 
. proper subordination of ideas, punctuation 
and-capitalization as aids to clearness, arid 
established spelling--become instruments." y 
Pupils' needs, experiences~ and interests are selected 
. -
as centers around which study, investigation,· inquiry, exper-
ience, and experiment are conducted. Unit activities provide 
in all language· skills. and employ all aspects of the 
arts. In the upper levels of the ·secondal:'y school, 
units, larger in scope, may be planned each year, foste 
<?lose relationship with the life and activities o:f the 
Some language arts programs provide for an allocation 
to certain grades. PersonaJ,.ity, people, romance, and 
he a.r:timal worl~ are some of the broad ar~as for tenth grade 
its. The eleventh grade is commonly devoted to the American 
cene with thematic units constructed around broad interests 
ather than chronological periods or,J_iterary types. Twelfth 
!/ Broening, Angela M. and others, Conducting Experiences 
in Englis.b.~ Apple ton-C~ntury-Crorts, Inc., New York, 1939 
P• 7 • 
2 
_grade units are often concerned with problein.s. of vocation, 
meaning and sources of success, and the interpretation of worl 
.·,. . ·.· 
literature. Thus .:the .. ~·!l!SJ1<guage arts program can become a suc-
cession of expel:'iences. and enterprises designed. to enhance and 
to ·enrich daily living •. 
Teachers constructing units need to think in te.'r'ms o~ 
whole personalities, democratic concepts, today' s reasearch$ 
and subject-matte·r corJ:c'elations as opposed to isolated, 
departmentalized instructi<;>n with an emphasis upon the memo-
rization-recitation lesson~ Language arts teachers throughout 
the nation accept personal, social, and occupational competence 
as the goal o~ education. The attainment of this outcome may 
. I 
be achieved within the limits of the individual's capacity if 
his experienc~ with ~nd through language is ~irected toward 
(1) the cultivat~on_ of wholes?me personal ~~v~ng,_ (2) tbe 
development of social sensitivity and ef~ective participfition 
in grm:lp life, and (3) the linguistic competence necessary for 
ocational efficiency. 1/ 
Units can provide language experiences which are vital 
and t>eal to the students. They provide the social setting in 
hich students find meaningful situations for using the com-
They offer t~ough literature, dramatic 
erformances, and at>tistic explorations, the insights and 
det>standings · for all· the it> human relationships. 
1) QE.. Cit. PP• 44,45 
2E 
The r:ange of units should be .carefully planned with all 
aspects of the stude_~ts 1 . develo:pment and inte:r-ests in mind 
possibly around a f!'amework of the fou!' aspects of the growth 
of young people: (1} thei:r> growth as ind1:viduaJ. persons, (2) 
their development as members of .social groups, (3) their pre-
. - . .. . . . . . ~ . . .. 
paration for. citi~ef.1ship, and_ (4) their trai~~ng as workers. 
The units _should pel':'mit emphasis in greater or lesser degree 
on all four of. the lang:uag~ ar;,ts and. should provide well-
motivated practice in each~ Individual differences should be 
pro_vided for, and there should be oppor~uni ties_ for self-
direction and long-term planning. A careful evaluation of the 
skills, habits and knowledge in th~ language arts should take. 
vlace at times during the unit as well as at the end. 
The central theme must be one which has true signifi-
cance in terms of the broad objectives. of the year's wo:r:-k and 
in terms of meeting the personal, social, civic, and economic 
needs of the adolescent. I.t should put some emphasis on group 
. . . 
skills and should include the languag~ skills. 1) ~ince the 
language arts cu:r:-riculum needs to provide more adequately for . 
the individual difference.s of pupils, for the new needs of 
.. . 
society, and for the discr:Gn_inating use ·o~ the new co~uni-. 
cation media, the needs of . daily living may often se:r:-ve as the 
basis for a year' a central theme. The units themselves should 
y Ruth Langer, "A Teacher reviews Her Problems· in· Construct-
ing Resource Unitstt, Education (Octobe:r-, 1952) 
PP• 131-134 
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be based upon the needs and inte~ests of the pupils. These 
needs and interests may be determined by information about the 
physical and social heritage and the ideals of the community. 
_The introduction to the unit should a~ouse i~terest, give 
an overview of its pos~ibilit:t,es, __ probe the background know-
ledge_ c:t the students _ill the region to ~e studied, help them 
dev_elop aJ:ld define their purpose_s_ in:pll!'s_u_ing the ':IDit, -intro-
duce and stimulate the _search :r_or appropriate activities -~nd 
aterials, __ and g~ve som~ ir_litial guidance in methods of_ study 
and cooperative procedures. The skills in the language arts 
are taught ~he~ the need fo~ them arises during the activities 
of the unit. The -~c~ivi~i~s many inc~ude free reading, the- en-
of the program 1f{i ~h ~pecial reports, sharing reading 
informal discussion~, varying the prog~am with indi-
idual contributions, ~ee~ing additional materials_and ideas, 
sharing experiences thx:'o14-gh s:peech and listening, preserving 
I'ld interp~et~ng findings ~hrough _ wr~~~ng, examining the liter-
y value of what was read, and evaluating the results of the 
it .. 11 
" II 
II 
Resource .units are valuable instruments in effecting the 
- . 
ransi tion from ~extboo~ lesson to curriculum planning based -
the cooperativ~ effor.ts of ta~chers. and pupils.· They can 
e characterized by such terms as comprehen~iveness, flexibil-
ty, corrrJelations, community resources, survey, and analysis. 
1) r.anguaie ArU III 
II 
II II-
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~hey are consistent with today' s res.earch in cp.ild growth and 
development and with current studies in the learning field. 
. . ~ . . ' . 
These units generally contain 8.n introduction,; the objectives 
~ . . . , - . 
and purposes, . the learning acti·vities, the teaching procedures, 
. . ~ . 
the teac_hing_aids and materials, the evaluation means, and the 
bibliography •.. 11 Pro'Yision should always be made for a suffi-
cient number of activities·for developing skills in reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening since this i~ a:. major function 
of a language arts unit~ To l;>e truly effective, the unit 
should provide for sufficient time for a diagnostic and an 
achievement program. 
Some educators believe that units may be planned with 
tpupils and teacher on the spur of the moment and be carried out 
successfully. The alert teacher will take advantage of times 
of intenae·~interest and drive on the part of the pupils, but 
she will have in her background a thoughtfully plahned series 
of units which, though they may be constantly changing, are set 
~ithin a framework of a careful study of the needs of t~e indi-
jviduals and the demands of the society in which they live. 
"Unit teaching provides a natUl?al situation for well~ 
activated learning. It places the communication skills 
in purposeful activity in a social setting •. It demands 
orderly planning and assumption of responsibility for 
carrying out plans.; It f'urriishes·the opportunity for 
extensive group work and for individualized procedures 
to meet the needs, the interests, and the capacities 
of all members of the class. , It gives those with 
y Virginia Alwin, "Planning a Year of' Units", .x.b& 
Ep~lish Journal. (Sept. 1956) 
unusual powers of self-direction a chance to forge 
ahead on their own; yet it keeps the ·entii>e class 
working together on a common pi:>oblem. It permits 
the use of all types of literature and the devel-
opment of skills in reading ea:cki' of· them~ It 
recognizes the place of the library~ It gives the 
opportunity for enjoyment of literary selections 
by the class as a whole and at the same time 
develops personal standards of literary appreci-
ation anti personal habits. o:f reading to suit · 
ind.iv'idual interests. It gives an opportunity 
for care:ftil evaluationof' progress by the stu-
dents themselves' and, for the planning of the 
next steps of' learning. 11 1/ 
. . -.. . 
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.The teaching~learning unit, then, is a method _all_ lang-
uage arts teachers should at least. consider in their planning 
of classroom procedure •. 
Evalua~ion is concerned with. how well the objectives and 
purposes of a program are being fulfilled •. It must be compre-
hensive, flexible, and_ ~ontinous if it is to be of any value. 
Comprehensive evaluation in the Language Arts 
".serves· to identify the needs of' the learner, pro-
vides important information for_use in guidance, 
stimulates self-direction, and aids in planning 
and replanning the language arts curriculum .. " y 
Instruments and proc~dures for. e·v_aluation should not only mea= 
sure the degi>ee of excellence in the.development of skills and 
. - . . . . 
the acq~iring of knowledge but should also identify changes in 
behavior which give evidence of an improved attitude toward 
language which may be found in the pupil's social· acceptabil..; 
ity, the amount and quality of his voluntary reading, his pre-
ferences for radio, television, f-ilm, and stage programs;· his 
1) Vol. III p .. 112 
gj ~English Language A.ll,a_, Y.ol. I, ..QE• cit. p. 417 
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awareness of when a lettel:' or some other writing is needed, a 
his appropriate responses to the need. 
Evaluation begins with dis.cove~ing the pupil t s needs. 
.. . . ·- " 
Techniques of 'eva111ation should include both the formal and 
informal. These may include tests, checklists, observation 
by the teacher, the inteJ:>View, anecdotal records, pupil self-
--· . . . - . . . 
evaluation,. rating scales, attitude scales, sociometric method 
the objective st'a.ndardized tests to measure progress in. read-
ing, writing, speaking, al:ld. listening. 
Not OJ?-lY is it necess_a.ny to evaluate ·the progress _of 
individual pupils; the appraisal of_ curricuiar_ and instruct-
ional practices is also necessary and significant. This 
appraisal will be more significant and acceptable if developed 
co-operatively with teachers, pupils, and parents. 
SAMPLE CURRICULUM PROGRAMS EQ!!; GRADE ELEVEN 
USING UNITS IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS 
Since this thesis is primarily concerned with an outline 
. . -· - ... 
units and units for grade eleven, the writer thought it 
to summarize briefly a few of the languag~ arts 
guides_fo:r: grade eleven that are used in various 
of the country. 
~ secondary School Co-operative Curriculum 
The general objectives ~f the cll!ricul~ provide for the 
remotion of gro~h in s}!ills, unders~mdings, and attitud~s~ 
nd for the development of the pupil as an individual person, 
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as a .member of society, and as a wage-earner.· Reading, writ-
ing, speaking, ·and .listening .activities provide. fo!-'. _experieh::ef 
met in the classroom as well as outside the classroom. The 
' ·-
curriculum guide for ~rade eleven offers ten resource units 
built around the central theme It JUne rica in Literature 11 • Each 
unit contains an introducto!Vy: statement, the objectives, con-
tents and mate:ria.J.s, suggested readings, basic activities, 
optional activities, teaching suggestions, and the evaluation. 
Unit titles are as foililows: 
I. All Over .America VI. America in the .Machine Age 
II. The American Dream VII. America's Newspaper 
.. 
III. Wago~s Westward VIII. America's Lighter Side 
IV • Toward the Promised -:-.:·-·aPe ,. ~~ .• ls. ~ .. • American Ideals 
Land 
V''~ American Science X~ American Writers 11 
Board of Edu(}ation of the -~_of ~.York 
This course of s~~<lY brings to~ether En~lisb. and Speech 
to emphasize the inseparab~e relationship between these areas. 
Areas prov~ded for are·. speaking and listening, reading and 
literature, written expression, English Language study, mass 
iffiedia o~ communication, and the Language Art~ and the school 
library. Scope and sequence are presented for a four-year 
' . . 
~rogram based upon the language needs of high school students. 
y ·State of Iowa, Department of Public Instruction, 
Communication Series~ English, Grades 11=12, 
Des Moines, Iowa, 1948 
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The four Theme Centers .represent sequential and ascending 
stages of adolescent g:r-owtb.. The theme for tb.e eleventh year 
is "Th~ Individual at3:d tb.e ~erican Her~tage "· Suggestions 
are given briefly for patterns of study. Active experiences 
are suggested. The titles of the centers of study are as 
follows: 
I• 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
Westward Ho! 
Great Americans and 
Their Legacy To Us 
Let's See the Funny 
Side : .tmerican Humour 
The Regions of America 
Contribute To Her 
Heritage 
·v. 
VIII, 
America in Song and 
Story 
Guideposts to Libe~~ 
The Union: Storeho~ 
of Treasures From .A1U 
Lands 
~ All ~ People 
(Mass Media) 
IX. Ideals in the ,American Heritage y 
!Seattle Public Schools 
~ PlBns ~ ~ Lan~ua~e ~·.provides a language 
program that is pr.acti.cal, functional, and dynamic. It fur-
nisb.e s for its te·acb.ers and students direction, scope, and 
sequence but refrains from the. kind .. of detailed description 
which limits individual c:r>eativity and bills initiative. The 
The program bas a broad., firm foundation of social ·content, 
language activities, and supporting skills. It has balance, 
flexibility, enricbment, integration, and sequence. It is 
adaptable and provides for individual differences. It attempts 
lbf Board of Education of the City of ·New York, English-Speech 
Language Arts for Senior High School, New York 1956 
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to assist young persons to attain maturity, emotional balance, 
. .. . . 
co-operativeness, and mental alertness through the experiences 
. - . . . . . 
of Listening, Reading,. Speaking, and w:r:iting. The guide con-
ei&ht ~esource units for each grade seven to twelve. Units 
for.~ g!'ade eleven are· built around- the theme of the .bmerican 
heritage. The unit titles are: 
I. The Individual-in the. 
Group· 
II. Approach to Matur~ty 
III. Problel!ls with America 
rv. Search for Values in 
Living 
v .. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
The Anierican 
Cominunity 
A Nat ion of Diverse 
Origins 
The Reach for 
Freedom· 
Interpretation of 
Regions in the 
United States 1/ 
The units contain an introduction, suggested ma~erials, 
a social go~l, a language emphasis, and a li~t of language 
activities and supporting sk~lls_designated.~s gaining impres-
sions, organ izin~ thought_, exp~essing thought, le.arning a!J~ut 
words, pm:ctuating for_meaning, studying grammar and usage, 
and improving spelling. 
Chicago Public Schools 
The teaching-?-earning prog:r'am outlined in ~ Teaching 
Guide ~ :t.b& Lan~u.age -~ is based on s!stematic studies of 
the communication experiences of daily living; it covers the 
total range, preschool through junior college, of the school r s 
curriculum of general education; it is developed throughout in 
Seattle· Public Schools, Unit Plans for the Language ~' 
Seattle, Washington, 1954 
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coordination with progress for other subject fields; and it 
directly relates extra-class, home, and conui:mnity learnihg ex-
periences to the classwork 'of_ the pupils. Objectives of the 
program are presented as social objectives, achievemnet object 
iv~s, and pupil-personality objectives. The Guide off'ers 
charts listing the essentials -~:f . communication for .. each grade, 
the su~ges~ed_ integrated ~its, an_d working relatior:ships with 
the teacher-sponsor, the parents, and the community. In the 
.... . 
eleventh grade th_e. emphasis is on American ~d English liter-
ature. An integrated ~i~, "Writing E:f:fec~ive P~agraphs 11 , 
is given as an illustrative unit :for the teacher. y 
State.~ Minnes9ta Departmen:t Qt. Education 
A Guide ~- rn~tructio~ kn ~ Lan~ua~e ~ is based 
on the concept that we receive ideas by listening and reading· 
and we express our own ideas by speaking _a_.n~ writing. The 
~anguage ar._·ts are not only a basis for learning ?ut they are 
also important in developing the individuB:-1 socially, intel-
lectually, and emotionally~ ·The Guide· stre_sses. a dynamic 
approach to the language arts and presents a series o:f units 
:for all grades ~ seven t~ twelv~. Units :for gra?-~ ~leven are 
based on tb.e ,American heritage and b.ave tb.e :following titles: 
I. The sea:r:(}h :for. Freedom and Democracy 
II. The Search :for the Good Life in America 
y Cb.icago Public Schools, Teachin" Guide -~ .:t.b& Lan~uage 
. ~' Chicago, Illinois, 1955. 
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III. Diversity of Cultures .in America 
IV. Frontiers to the West 
v. Enjoying American Humour 
v:r;. The Role of the Press y 
IA;ll six of the .resource units are developed and contain :an ::..n 
introduction, a list of outcomes desired and skills to be de .. 
veloped, possible procedures, evaluation, and suggested mater-
ials. 
Denver Public Schools 
The English program of the Denver schools seeks primar-
. . 
ily to meet the immediate common and individual communication 
needs of pupils. It. also helps them set up standards of judg-
ment, honesty, taste, and discrimination. The principle of 
unity with diversity is recognized in the program. The Guide 
m Teaching.:!il.J& Lan~l.lage_ ~-sets up units for_ the. grades 
from kindergarten tl1rough grade eleven and also presents 
charts which 'show directions of g~owth irl. processes and skills 
of language for ~11 grad~s. Grade eleven's theme is based on 
regional Ame~ica. Suggestions a:e given for the introduction, 
the selections for group reading, the specific activities, and 
the bibliography, ._and clo:;~ing activities. Detailed suggestims 
for teaching composition are also presented. g/ 
y State of Minnesota, Department·of Education, A Guide f6r 
Instruction in ~Language. A,tl..a, Secondary School. St. 
Paul, Minnesota, 1956 . Y Denver Public Schools, A ~f!.oiram .in English-A !.@ide !..Qx_ 
Teaching -~ Languaie ~;..Kinderiarten through Grade 
Twelve, Denver, Colorado, 1953 
• 
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SUMMARY 
Emerging school curriculums bas.ed upon the needs, inter-
ests, an9- abilities of youth and upon the_ needs of ~ociety and 
the new psychology of: learning .call for some means of organ-
izing instruction that· imp:Lement the. principles of learning 
through use in purposeful activit.ies •. 
An eJ:~ective ~attern o.f organization is the unit method 
of teaching. Resource units a.'r'e those for teache.'r's. 'Students 
and teachers join in the use of the teac~ing~lea.'r'ning units 
which a.re of three types: the subject-matter unit, the life-
. . 
. . 
p.'r'oblem unit, and the experience unit. ·Of these tbre~, the 
expe.'r'ie.nce ~it appears most desirable because it utilizes not 
only the c?nvential sk~lls_ but al~o th(7 _abiliti~s of plann~ng, 
o.'r'ganizing, ~iscussing~ analy~ing_, int~rviewing_, outlining,; 
gene.'r'alizing, applying,·. an,d · evaluat;i.ng; it is based on life 
itself. 
Under the leader~h~p of the Commission of the English 
Curriculum of the National Council_ of T~achers in. English, the 
la!l.guage arts. curriculum shows a x_-evision based upon ~he in~ 
creasing knowledge about the growth of secondary school pup-
. . - ·- . 
ils_, tb~~r personal and grOUJ? needs 1 and- the problems Of bum 
relationships involved in their in?reasing maturity and the 
increa.sing complexi tie_s of society. Teachers are d.'r'awing · 
materials from all pertinent human and matel:'ial ~esoul:'ces and 
,. \ .. . . 
are .organizing them in terms of the most ef:fective learning 
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situations .which pro-:ide for group co-operation as well as in-
dividual differences. One result of this orgm ization of 
materials is the unit method of teaching. 
Pupil needs, experiences, and interests are selected as 
. . . 
centers around ~hich study, investigatio~, inquiry! experience 
and_ experimen~ are conducted. . .· . Unit act~vitie~ provide prac-
tice in all lan{Suage skills _an~ employ ~11 _as?e?ts of the ~ang­
uage arts,. Through. unit teachi?:g the language a:z:-ts program 
can become a succession_ of experiences abd enterprises desi.eg:1ed 
to enhance and ·enric~ daily living. 
Evaluation provides a means of measuring the degree of 
excellence in the development ?f. skills and the acq.1iring of 
knowledge. It should also provide for identifying changes in 
. . ' ... . . 
behavior, for_ discovering pupils' needs, and for. aids in. plan-
~Uing and replanning tb,e language arts curriculum. Evaluation 
twill be more significant and acceptable if .. developed cooper-
atively with teachers, pupils, ·and parents. 
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THE INDIVIID:UAL AND HIS AMERICAN HERITAGE 
'f]NIT I. Ym.l ..an.d Y.o..lJ.r. Future 
Introduction 
Per hap~ we--the individuals--should start with 
ourselves in our study of our American heritage. 
How can a study of ourselves help us to understand 
others? How can, it help us to. decide on a possible 
future· career? How can. the study help us to fit 
ourselves intoour ,AID.ericah community? Often our 
vocation determines our place in American society. 
Why. is this so? How are the English Language .Arts 
important in our efforts to know ourselves and the 
careers in which we are interested? Tell about 
some persons you ha:ve already met in literature 
whose work was iinportant in the building of Ju.nerica. 
Are certain regions of America adapted to ce~tain 
kititdS.~'olfJ:::-wo·rvlf?::· Why? O:t' course, one important rea-
son for·working is that.it ·makes people self-reliant. 
One of our great New England writers had sonie unusual 
ideas about self~reliance. Who was he? Through 
reading and: listening; speaking and:writing, each of 
us can disc·over mariy facts about work and workers in 
.America and about any specific careers that appeal 
to us. 
Reading 
1~ To use reference materials 
2. To follow directions in a form 
3. To find specific facts 
·Writing 
1 ~ To make out forms--i.e. application blanks 
2~ To use·· subord,inating devices in sentences 
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3. To write letters of application and other busipess 
letters. 
Speakin~ 
1. To explain clearly and briefly information obtained 
through reading.· · 
2. To conduct int~rviews with p()ise 
1. To gain specific info:J:>mation 
2. To form an opinion 
.. Ux1derstat;tdings.. 
knowledge. of facts about many vocations effects a wiser ind.i 
idual selection. 
A vocation is not just a way of earning a ·living. It is an 
outlet for creatiye abilities; therefore we are happiest when 
we are doing wb.at we ~re best fitted to· do'. ~ 
Attitudes .ruld·Apprecia.tions 
A good command of the English Language Arts (reading, writing, 
speaking, listening) gives you a good chance of success in 
your vocation. · · 
In a democratic country such as· ours, all ttpes of occupations 
are necessary$ Perhaps sonie. are htimbler .kinds of work than 
others, but all are nec_essary and worthy of respect if per-
formed well •. 
TEE INDIVIDl!lfAL :AND HIS AMERICAN HERITAGE 
UNIT II. Eastern Phnorama 
Introduction 
. ttHe 's a typical Vermonter ~n All of' us have 
heard this remark or a simil~r one. We know it 
implies certain qualities, not always admirable 
but characteristic of a c'ertaih group in a cer-
tain environment. This regionalism is one of 
the important themes of American: life ·ana liter-
ature. What are some of the special qualities 
tb.at ·distinguish· people livihg iri the Eastern 
Coastal Re-gion fron1 other Americans?· During the 
time we are working on this ·unit, look especially 
for the ways in which this region and its inhabi-
tants are different from the others.· In what ways 
are they alike? What are. some ·of the . reasons for 
these differences and similarities? Why.Ldox•weshe.ar 
of witches in this region but not in others? What 
~~ ~8W@ 9~ the great ideas and ideals that came 
!€o "'us by way of New England's literatU.re? As we 
read the literature of this regio.n, note especially 
the colloquialisms and eccentricities as well as 
the traditions; ideals, manners, and customs we re-
gard as American. 
,' ·. 
_Skills •tmd Abilities 
Reading 
1. To use context clues to develop vocabulary 2• To detect clues to character 
3. To detec·t humor · · 
4. To interpret figurative language 
Writing 
1. Learning to use transitional devices in paragraph 
and theme· development 
· 2 • .Learning t.o.aa~aly:zie .spo~·try 
· 3. .Learning to use correct punctuation--semicolon,. 
dash, connna 
4 
Speaking 
1~ To read orally with understanding 
2. To tell a·story or anecdote 
Listening 
1. For the main idea 
2. For clues to character 
3. For enjo-yment and appreciation 
UNDERSTANDINGS 
4 
Each state and city and locality has a personality of its own, 
Each differs in tempo of life, ih_dialect, in the type of in-
habitant, and in other ways. Write'rs of regional literature 
interpret and comment upon the diversity of· the .American scene 
AttitudeS -~ APpreciations 
The reading of'· American literature not only gives us under-
standlng and appreciation. of the ,American heritage; it can 
also give us many delightful hours of entertainment. 
Colloquialisms, eccentricities, dif;t'erences in manners and 
cust¢ms add richness and variety to the national scene. 
A knowledge of American tradition and belief can develop demb-
cratic thinking.. Because literature reflects life, it makes 
a contribution to one.' s pattern of living. 
/ 
THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS .AKERICAN HERITAGE 
UNIT III Knowing ~ Newspapers 
Introduction 
one of the sources of contempary "l:iterature 
is the newspaper. In what ways is a newspaper a 
reflection of the life of otir -times? HoW can this 
reflection be di·stroted? .. How can we recognize dis-
tortions in our newspapers? In what instances would 
ceifsorship.be advisable? Def'ine the following terms: 
slanted news? techniques of pro:gaganda? yellow jour-
nalism? Who are some outstanding people in the news-
papet> field? What are some. of the evidences of·· 
regionalism in newspapers? Learning to persuade and 
to detect techniques of persuasion are higher skills 
in readireg. The study of this unit will. help us in-
c~ease those skills. 
Skills And Abilities 
Reading-:: tJ ·i 7.•::::: 
1~ To note detail 
2. To recognize the propaganda techniques 
3. To di-stinguish fact from opinion 
4. To draw conclusions. 
Writing· 
1. To express an opinion in a concise, well=written 
paragraph····· ·· 
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2. To write paragraphs using techniques of persuasion 
Speaking 
1 ~ To gain skill in· speaking to ·persuade 
2. To organize a pattern in speaking to a group 
Listening 
1 ~ To detect bias and prejudice · 
2~ To recognize propaganda techniques 
3. To understand sales pressu.:re 
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understandings 
Freedom of' the press dem.~nds a rea~ing public educated in raws 
paper reading.- · · · ' 
Well written editorials influence public opinion~ 
There is a legimate use for proganda of' the right kind. A 'ge'o 
newspaper is a necessity in the American community; it serves 
a variety of purposes. 
Attitude~ And A~~reciations 
Freedom to express one's ideas presupposes a moral responsi-
bility to others. One need not agree with others, but one is 
obliged to sai'eguard their rigb.t to free speech and press. 
The re·adirig of only one newspape~ narrows one's horizons and 
i'osters prejudice. · · · · · · 
Since the mass modes ot; .communication wield a tremendous in-
fluence on American citizens, orie should become aware of' that 
ini'luence and its power and "learn to recognize propaganda and 
slanted news and- the reasons for their use~ 
THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS AMERICAN HERITAGE 
UNIT IV Seeing ~ South 
Introduction 
Wha:bi:p:Letunes come to your mind when you hear 
the phrase ttdown Sout-h"?. Negroes in ~otton fields 
singing spirituals-:..magnolia blossoms--the polished 
courtesy and ch:Lvalryof Sciuthef>n gentlemen--large 
white plantation homes with fluted c0.iliUm.ns--mint 
juleps--the small hill farms of the poor--cypress 
trees overhung with silvery .m6.ss-.::.hill feuds--se-
gregation? Who of us has not enjoyed listening to 
a Southerner speak? In this tinit we are really 
ttseE:dngu the South; the literature of its people 
is rich in regional lore and description. What are 
the traditions, manners, customs, ideas that make 
.the South different from the Eastern Coastal :tlegton? 
What are the ideas and·ways that are ·similar'? What 
is meant by the "New South"? What are. some of the 
problems· with which the literature deals? Of. the 
two regions we have studied, which has contributed 
most to ideals of democracy? 
Skills. ~ Abilitiea 
Reading 
1. To read dialect 
2. To detect bias in literature 
3. To detect clues to setting, character, and plot 
development 
Writing 
1~ Le·arning to use parallel structure in sentences 
2~ Learning to write a precis . 
3e Learning to use descriptive words and phrases 
Speaking 
1~ To communicate mood 
2. To use words and sentences accurately and vividly 
4 
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Listening· 
1. To recognize dialect 
2. To recognize different points of view 
Unders tandin~s 
Good writers skillfully and faithfully portray conditions pe-
culiar to a particular region. 
The Junericail way of life is made up of a variety of cultural 
backgrounds. · - - · · ·- -- ·.. · · · · · 
Differences in living conditions and in the·environmebt lead 
to a development of different· ideas, ideals, and character · 
qualities. Natural for.ces. place limitations upon the indivi-
dual. 
Attitudes gng Appreciation~ 
An understanding of the reasons for pr~judice effects a more 
democratic attitude in ·Americans. 
Each person's social background has an effect on his attitudes 
and behavior. ·· · · · · 
The biased. and bl.goted attitudes appear among Americans of all 
kinds; theY are ugly and Uri~Am.erican. · · . · · · 
Each American has a responsibility for democr-atic citizenship. 
Basic i.deals of the American Dream· ar>e the salrie for> all 
A;mericana;·regional differencescontribtite variety; d.ive:r>sity, 
vi'l;;ali ty, vigor, and strength to the national life. 
TEE. INDIVIDUAL AHD HIS AMERICAN EERITAGE 
Journey .:t.Q. .:!ili,a Midwest· 
Introduction 
The frontier--na point of time or place where 
a new situation arises to be· mastered''. What are 
the :frontiers we :face today? Perhaps this defini-
tion will help you Understand why for some time the 
broad. Mi-ssissippi Basin was our frontier. What 
were some of the conditions that brought about the 
movement to the West? What quaiities are charac-
teris.tic of people who ieave ·settled lands to find 
new homes in- a wilQ.erness? These people we call 
the pioneers, and their spirit was especially iril-
portant in the formation of· our democrati·c ·ideas 
an·a ideals. Why'? Much o:f. the land was settled 
and improved by immigrants • What effect did. they 
have on the American culture? This is the land of 
the huge, flat prairies where once only buffalo and 
Indians roamed·;. As you ·read the literature' of this 
region, look for those qualities, characters, and 
attitudes that typify the spirit of the West. Think 
of any Indian· influence you hav;e noted in literature 
you have read •. 
Skills l1rui /Wilities 
Reading 
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1.. To recognize·. the e.ssentials of the different types 
of literature. 
2. T.o recognize personality· 
3. To relate reading with that of other units 
4. To understand au thor's purpose., tone, and plan 
Writing 
2. 
Speaking 
Learning to write .clear, colorful accounts of one Is 
expe :r:>ience s: 
To~ share with othe:r:>s the material one has enjoyed 
· reading 
1. To tell interesting accounts of one's experiences 
2. To share with others the material one has enjoyed 
reading 
Listening· 
1; To grasp· main points made -by a ·spe8.ker 
2. To improve ability to grasp details 
!Jpde:rstandinis 
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~emoc:racy is a changing way of· l::Lfe and as such has not reaclied 
!Perfection. 
The great American writers have. presented the pioneers in vivid 
literature that preserves .American tradition. . , · · 
rtealism deals with the problems of ordinary people in their 
~veryday environment, portraying life as it is. 
Attitudes_arui Appreciations 
Competition and cooperation are both necessary in a democratic 
society. The literature of this region reflects the adventure 
and enthusiasm, the different mode of living, especially in the 
+>olk poe troy and tall tales. We need to develop a sense of re-
~ponsibility for the larger governmental groups· of which we are 
~ part. ·· · · · · 
~imitations are placed upon freedom; there are times when con-~ormity is demanded. 
~ INDIV IDU:D"AL AND HIS. AMERICAN :HERITAGE 
UNIT VI ~Reach.~. Pacific 
Int:r>oduction 
"Gold ! 11 was the magic word that sent many of 
. the pioneers to the Far West, whe·re Spanish dons 
and missiona-ries had already e·stablished thei:r> O]d 
World cultures among the Indians.. What ·rs .the 
treasure that draws mariy Amei'>ic·a.ns. to the Far we·st 
.today? In this unit, :r>eaa as many different fo.rm.s 
of literatU:r>e as· you can ~bout these· later pioneers. 
· Do not. forget that ther.e was a type of folk music 
these ·people loved and sang •. Was the cowboy life 
r.eaily like that po:r>t:r>ayed in some of our modern 
Western movies? In what ways are the portrayals 
untrue? In what ways are the people living in the 
West today different f'rompeople living in other re-
gions? In what ways were the pioneers different 
from people of. the 1800's living in other regions 
of the Un.ited States?· The excitements of frontier 
life enthralled Americans, Who became intensely 
interested in the people living in these remote 
places. 
Skills .and Abiliti~s 
Reading·· 
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1~ To sense einotional, imaginative, or spiritual values 
2~ To feel rytbm 
3; To make references 
4. To fo:r>ecast :r>esults and draw conclusions 
Writing 
1~ To learn the mechanics of term paper writing 
2. To organize and outline ideas for writing 
Speakin~ 
1. To influence others'to read what one has found 
valuable in reading. 
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Liste:nil~g 
1. To foliliow sequence of ideas 
2. T..o detect. faUlty reasoning 
unaens'i:!anding~ 
The literature of each region reflects the qualities peculiar 
to each region and its people. 
The land frontier survived only in memory and in what it had 
contributed to the .American spirit. 
The Western frontier represented the freedom and opportunity 
whicb. life in America had come to mean~ 
·Attitu,des .. AWi Appreciations 
- -
The frontier helped America develop the kind of men and ·women 
it needed and a· national spirit which creates love of freedom 
and opportunity. · . · · · · ·. · · 
Frontier characteristics-... love of adventure 1 ·,.se':l:l.;36 61L-b.umo::J:!:;:_{~s 
self-confidence, ingenuity, democratic outlook, love of free-
dom--swept into .American thinking and added to the growth of 
democra·cy. . - · ·· . · · 
These frontier. cb.aracteris1;;ics set the new nation apart from 
tb.e nations of Europe.··. · 
The Indian had a long history and had developed a way of life 
that had dignity and courage. 
Boston Univeraif.v. 
S.aool o~ Educatiom 
Library; , 
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. THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS . .M21ERICAN HERITAGE 
UNIT VII ~ Nation, Indivisible 
Introduction 
Over a span of' tbree thousand miles and three hun-
dt>ed yeal:'s our Iitet>ature has taken )ls in our seat>ch i'or 
an understanding of' the individual han his Alnerican heri-
tage. From our regional study we l:'ealize the wide di-
vel:'si ty and variety of the Amet>ican people and their man-
nex>~i, · customs~ ... environments, charactel:'istics, and ideas. 
We· realize -also tb.at there are· basic uniting fol:'ces--
certain ideals that are incorporated into the American 
Dl:'eam--similar f'or all. .These are: {1) Individualism 
and Self-reliance, (2) Reverence toward tb.e Etemal Do-
ing and Immortality; (3) Appl:'eciation of Beauty and -
Nature, (4) Love of Family and of Friends, (5) Love of' 
of' Home and Country.!'. ( 6) Service and Eq1 ali ty of' All Men, 
and ( 7) Sympathy f'or the Misundet>stood and the Down-
trodden.- Name at least one 11 tel:'ary piece from each re-
gion that illustrated each of the ideals~ Explain the 
following: "Though the worth of· the individual is cham-
pioned here, the pressures of conformity continue to mold 
us in one image • n 
SkillS ~Abilities 
Reading 
1. To read, recognize, and analyze any i'orm of' liter-
ature. 
2. To detect setting and character clues 
riting 
1. To learn to wr:tte ·.a short term paper · 
peaking 
1. To improve ability to give inf'ormative talks 
2. To influence ef'fectively the opinions of others 
istening 
1. To present comments and criticis:rp.s courteously 
· 2. To note and ref'lect on ·any reference to American 
litel:'ature in televi'sion or radio programs 
· trnderstand1 rigs , 
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The great power ·of literature is in it·s interpl:'etation of' hum 
motives and conduct, set against a given background. 
The .Alnel:'ican culture is the result of the blending of great 
and val:'ied cultures of the world. · ·· · 
Authors may depict and interpret life in· any one of the follow--· 
ing ways: · · · · . 
1) romantic, (2) realistic, (3) nattiralistic 
History is the record of what happened; literatul:'e, an inter~ 
pretation of what happened. 
Attitudes ~ Appreciation~ 
The reading of American literature not only gives us under-
standing and appreciation of· the American hel:'itage; ·it em 
also give us ma.riy hours of delightful entel:'tainment •. 
LiteratUl:'e brings readers close to what .people thought and 
felt about important happenings·a.nd helps them build attitudes 
toward historic 'facts.· · · · · ·· ·· · · ·- · · · 
Through literature. Americans can gain· a vivid, humanized im-
pression of the first Americans and the American Dream. 
. . 
THE .. INDIVIDUAL .AND . HIS mRICAN HERITAGE 
UNIT VIII ~ Study .:t.b& American Novel 
Introduction 
One of the most widely :read ·forms of liter-
ature today is the novel, popular because in 
reading it, one canlive' intimat;ely with charac-
ters, identify oneself with them and their prob-
lem, and tbus g·ain ah experience which increases 
one's understanding andkriowledge,··one's values 
and appreciations. ·What novels have you read in 
which problems wer-e .similar. to yoUi>s.? Why· did 
you like Or dislike certaii:f characters·? In our 
hovel we are living wj_th five rather unusual char-
acters whom an old c'urse ·and a breath of' witchcraft 
have touched.. What region· is the background f'or 
such a novel? You should oe ·able to tell from your 
study of regional literature •.. As we work ori this· 
unit, note the ;things that make these people real; 
the motives~ that. compel them to feel and act the 
way they-do, and .the ·way the ru thor presents and 
interprets the environment • 
. · Skills ·.arui Abilities 
Reading 
1~ To recognize conflicts 
2. To detect clues .-yo setting, plot, .and character 
3. To judge character · · 
4. To visualize · 
Writing 
1~ .Learning to write character analyses 
2~ Learning to write. critical book ·reviews 
3. Learning to write concise summaries of plot 
Speaking 
1. To participate in book discussions 
Listening 
1. For appreciation and· coimnent 
5 
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2. For main ideas 
3. For forming an opinion 
understandings 
Through the reading of American novels, one can gain a better 
understanding of. Americans, ll.fein the various sections of 
,America~ and of. the ideals which promoted the development of America. - ·---- - · --:-,~-- -- -
Recognition Of the author's purpose and of· tne· theme of the _ 
novels effects a better undel?standing and appreciation of it. 
Novels may be romantic, realistic, naturalistic. Those deal-
ing with a specific·.region :i:nay be thought of as local color 
novels. · - · · - -- - -- · 
Novels generally have in common f:lUCh elelJ1ents as plot~ theme, 
setting, character, climax, and o~hers, but there is infinite 
variety within .the form itse)..f ~ 
AttitUdas ~ ~preciations 
. - . 
In a good novelnthe moral, ethical, and social problems dealt 
with are· similar to. those of today and- probably to those of 
tomorrow. .- . ___ · · . _- --
Sentimentalized presentations of characters-and situations 
indicate a poi:ir t:ype of n_ovel; the better novel presents them 
as likable pe.rs.ons who ae1;i like-real human beings. 
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THE INDIVIDU .AL AND HIS RMERIC.AN HERITAGE 
UNIT II Eastern Panoram~ 
I. Introduction 
Many of 6ur dreams serve as inspiration and challenge 
and may eventually become realities.. For those people who 
first cani.e to t.he New World their dreams were a shining hope 
for opportunities of all kinds--opportunities for religious 
and political freedom and for educational and economic better 
ment for ·themselves and their children. Opportunity, freedom, 
a fair chance~-these were the basic elements in the American 
Dream, a Dream whose b:r>ight gleams we shall find everywhere i 
the tapestry of' American literature. We first find that dre 
in tbe ·literature of the American Seaboard. 
Since literature is a reflection -of life; we may expect 
to become acquainted with the manners, customs, traditions,·· 
colloquialisms, hopes, and· dreams of the people wb.o have live 
and still live in the East, a region which dif'fers in some re 
spects ·from other regions ·in. the United States. These dif'fer 
ences we shall consider in ·regionalism, an iniportan·t theme in 
,American life and literature~ which sometimes ·has resulted in 
narrow writing that-emphasized ·some regional aspect to such a· 
degree that literary qU.ality deteriorated& For the most part, 
however, regionalism has"been a vitalizing force in both Amer-
ican life and literature •. As we progress in. this uni~, let us 
note those qualities t):lat distinguish this Eastern region fro 
the other regions fu.rl our country. · · 
II. Pupil Objectives 
A. Understan.dings 
· 1. Histoi>y is. the record of What happened; liter-
attire, . an interpretation of what happenede 
2. Through literatrire and iinagihation we can relive 
some of the most thrilling moments of history. 
3. Authors may depict and interpret life in the 
following ways: ··(1) romantic, which presents the 
distant, the long ago·, the idealistic, .the im-
aginative, and (2) realistic, which presents life 
as it really is, sometimes emphasizing the ma 
ialistic and physical aspects .. 
4. By his careful use of descriptive words and 
phrases, an author can help you form a mental 
picture of the character about whom he writes. 
·We call these "clues to character". 
5. The poet writes with objectives different from 
those of the p~ose writer. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
The short story is more popular than any other 
literary form in America today. 
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Every. good.short story has setting, character, 
and action; great stories often deal with tense 
and terrible conflict within ~uman beings rather 
than exciting·action. · · · 
Intelligent conclusions require a careful noting 
of detail. 
American literatUre b,ad its .. beginnings in the 
Eastern Coastal region. 
· The literature ·of this region has been influenced 
by hi'story, religion;.rural andurban l~fe, in-
dustry' and folklore e .. . 
Through· the· various for:nis of the literature of 
this. region,: an understanding of the colonial,· 
Revolutionary, nineteenth, and twentieth cen-
tury· periods viill be attained. · 
Regional literature gives us a strong and clear 
picture of· reg.iohal environment ·and casts a light 
upcin the past and present of that region. 
Part cif ·the vitality, vigor, and strength of our 
national. life and niuch ·of its flavor and color 
come from the diversity and varie-ty that make up 
Ameri·ea.. · ··· · · ·· · · 
Writers of regional literature interpret and com- . 
merit .. upori the -diversity of the American scene. 
Regional literature is a source of information 
about . a. re'gion and its people •. 
Regionalism has values as well as limiting e:f~ fects. · ·· ·· · -· · ·· 
The American Dream appears early in the think-
ing and' "literature of the region. 
Each state and city has a definite personality 
· Gf its own. Each differs iri tenipo ·of life, in 
dialect, in the type of inhabitant, and in other 
ways. 
B. J\~ttitudes. and Appre_cia.tions 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5 •. 
Because literatUl:'e refJ.e cts· life, it makes a con-
tribution to the reader's pattern of living •. 
Environment and heredity are great factors in 
forming ·character. · · 
Colloquialisms; eccentricities, customs, and man-
ners add richness and variety to the national 
scene. · 
A knowledge of American traditions, ideals, and 
ideas develops an appreciation of the American 
heritage. 
Literature brings us as readers close to what 
6. 
s. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
A knowledge of American tradition and belief can 
help us. develop democratic thinking an.d princ-
iples- o:f democratic living~ · 
A man 1 s principles a!'e important; to be indep9nd-
ent be must stand by a set of st:r>ong p:r>inciples. 
Limitat~ons must be placed upon our freedom; 
tl:lere are times when conformity is demanded. 
OUr own social background has an effect on out> 
attitudes and bel:lavior. · · - · -
Blased and bigoted attitudes· appear among Ameri-· 
cans of all kinds; they· are ugly and un-American. 
Each Ame:r>ican has a responsibility for his own 
democratic citizenship. 
A combination of certain·qualities-~hatu:r>alness, 
shrewdness, practicality, scientific interest, 
public spirit, humor, and idealism~~is regarded 
as typical of the American character. 
Through literature Ame:r>icans can gain a~vivid, 
humanized imp:r>ession of the first Americans who 
began the Ame:r>ican Dream. 
The life and literature of a region reflect the 
ideas, ideals, and qua"B..ities of its people .. 
Love of nature and appreciation of its beauty 
are two of the dominant themes in American liter-
ature. 
The reading of American literature not only gives 
us understanding of the American heritage but it 
can also give us many delightful hours of enter-
tainment. 
C. Skills and Abilities 
Reading. 
1. To follow plot development (Core 2 Opt. 1-5-
6-10) 
Opt.l-
5-6-10 
2. To detect clues to character (Core 11 
3. To detect humor (Core ·11 Opt~l-5..a6-10) 
4. To recognize mood· (Core 4 Opt~ 5-6-10) 
5. To i:t_lterpret figurative langu~ge (Core 4 Opt. 
5-6 
6. To. context clues to increase vocabulary 
(Core 5-9-10-12-13) 
Writing. 
1. To 
in 
2~ To 
improve ability to use transitional devicef 
paragraph and tb.eme development (Core 6 
. - . Opt. 8-10-lJ 
improve ability to write preces (Core 3-14) 
Opt. 8-10-11) 
To improve 
tion · 
To improve 
devices 
Speaking 
ability to use correat punctua-
(Core 6 Opt. 8-10-11) 
ability to_use subordination 
{Core 6 Opt. 8-10-11) 
1. To improve in ability to read orally with 
interpretation and understanding. (Core 8 
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. . ·opt. 2-3) 
~2. To -improve in ability to :retell a 'story or 
anecdote with liveliness and color (Core 1~5 
Opt. 1-4) 
3. Tp improve in ability to interpret ideas in 
literature (Core 1-5 Opt. 1-3-4-5-6-9) 
Lis tenii:rg 
1. For the main idea (Core 1-6 Opt. 3-4~9) 
2~ For clues to character (Core 9 Opt. 3-4-6) 
3~ For mood in literature (Core 7-9 Opt. 3-6) 
4. For enjoyment in literature (Core 7 Opt.-· 3-
4-6-9) 
III, Activities 
A. Introductory Activities 
We have all hea~d the remark, "He's a typical Vermonter. 
What do you think Vermonters have in common'? What qua-
lities· distinguish them from people of other states? "Y;o 
may have heard 11He 1 s a typical New Englander n. What qua 
lities do you think are those of a N.ew Englander? In 
what ways do you think people from the South and West 
differ from those· of the· East? In our study, we are con-
cerned with the entire Eastern Coastal Region .so that we 
shall be looking for the qualities these people have in 
common, even though sections of this region have their 
own peculiarities. · 
As we listen to this tape recording of a panoramic 
description-of Vermont written by one of .America's well-
known columnists, decide whether or not you think it is 
applicable and typical in the light of- the knowledge yo 
have as a native Vermonter. Listen especially for those 
words and phrases that describe the environment and the 
people. (From 11,America11 , World .Q.f. America page 225) 
1. Wb.at are five of tb.e most vivid words and pbrases 
you have listed? 
2.- As we look at t_b.is map, note tb.e Eastern states 
.and tbe- geograpb.ical features that may influence 
.;:.. . bistory, industry, transportation, and recreatio 
3. After lookingat tbe pict'Ul:'es of tb.is region on 
tb.e b.ulletin boards, be ready to discuss orally 
or in writing wb.at migb.t be tb.e tourist attract= 
ions of tb.e various states. In what ways are 
these states alike? Different? Are they alike 
enough to be studied as one ·region? Why? _ 
4.. As we· read and study the li teratul:"e of the East 
ern Coastal Region, decide 'what you would jhca..li:de 
if you were giving a panoramic description of t!:¥3 
!'eglon and its pe-ople. · List these items andkee 
tb.em in mind as we progress w?-tb our unit work. 
B .. Core Activities (All pupils will do all the activities.) 
F·or tb.e ·.next three or four weeks we shall be studying 
the literature· of· the Eastern Coastal Region.. Tbe qms 
ions·, suggestions, and activities that follow .form_ your 
Study Guide. The ~-Activities are those we all .do 
along witb. the group reading of the selections in our 
An-thology.. As we l'ead our selections, we shall disc:uss 
them, and you· will find it wise to keep· notese Keep a 
record of vocabulary and spelling lists, which will be 
cbecked. 
You will find a bibliograpby of suggested. reading 
materials in your Study Guide. W,e shall share our acti 
vities at specified times. J"oumay read and work as-fast 
as you like. · 
1. Organize a panel to discuss tb.e history and unusual 
event of the follo~ng periods: (1) Colonial (2) 
Revolutionary (3) 1800-1850 (4) 1851~1900 (5) 1901-
1958 ••• Choose tb.e period in which you are most in-
terested as the one your panel is to discuss. Each 
panel will discuss only one period. Make these dis 
cussions lively and info.rrnal witb. stress on those 
elements that contribute to literature. 
2. Read a fiction book that deals with tb.is !'eglon .. Fill 
out a card for the book file. Write a tb.eme analyz 
ing the book and its cb.aracters. 
. . 
3. Aftel:" you b.ave read and outlined the historic~ ba 
grounds for this region in your text, write a surnmmy 
that will be appropriate as a historical background 
for nEastern Panoraman 
6l 
4. Write an analysis of three poems which you found ap• 
pealing. ·Discuss such things as the poet•s purpose; 
his theme, the mood, poetry devices, striking :irna.ge.ty, 
me:thods by wb.ich the poet secures an effect, and 
your own reaction.·· 
5. Choose a city, a state, a historical shrine or lo-
cality which you- have visited either actually or 
through research. Present ·a travelogue to the class 
using such aids as mapa, or pictures or souvenirs to 
make your. talk interesting and rich in regional de-
tail. 
6. .We have read several selections that deal with Ameri-
can belie:t.':s and ideals. Write a theme explaining 
how these are a part of the .American Dream and what 
the American Dream is in entirety. 
7. We shall listen to records of the p:rose and poetry 
of this region; we shall also see movies that pre-
sent· backg:roun.d materials. Note any newspaper, maga-
zine, :radio, or television references to the lite:r-
ature of this region. In.y.our notebook keep a page 
·on which you note the materials from these :references 
and use this as a. background mate.rial for theme work 
and class discussions. 
s. Prepare to discuss orally (3 to 5 minutes) a poem or 
prOse passage or. afolk tale or ballad you found in-
tere·sting. Illustrate by reading aloud some parts 
or quoting -"by P.eartn. 
9. Choose a character fromc-ap:y selection we he.ve reaa. 
Make a list of words the .author uses in describing 
that· character or list details. or incidents· from the 
selection th~t tell you about the character. Write 
a description without naming your character and read 
it to the class to see if your description is clear 
enough fo.r. the class to guess who it is. 
10.· Keep a ttpicturesque Speechtt page on which you note 
examples of unusual phrases o.r expressions typical 
of this region. 
11. . Write a letter to a friend or pen pal living in some 
other region and de~cribe the Eastern Coastal region 
and its people. 
12. Keep a vocabulary'list of words that- are new to you. 
We· shall discuss them as we read. You should also 
have your own individual voc.abulary list to which 
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you add wo,t>ds every day. You should try to get mean-
ings from. context. 
13. Arrange to 'M:)rk ·with a parthel' :on vocabulary we>rds 
you find hard to define·or remember. Practice your 
new. words on .. him and let him practice his 1M) rds on 
you. You may_ study. your spelling words in the same 
way. 
14. As you listen to discussions and special reports, 
jot dqW!l main ideas and write preces for these ma-
terials. 
c. Optional Related Ac~~:Vities 
These are the activities you. :m:·ay do because you· have s~­
cial interests or needs· or capabilities. Check the ones 
you think you wish to do arid we ·shall discuss them in our' 
individual conferenpes.. Work on them as fast as _you wis 
and present tf:lelD. at times scheduled in conference. 
1. Write an original·ballad or folk tale, glorifying a 
regional character, ~ea1. or- iniaginary. 
2. :Prepare "to discuss orally a recent magazine story 
with a regional "flavor.. Include ·what you learned 
ab~ut this region· i'rom the story._ 
3. Dr§Illatize some portion of a regional selection or 
your. own regional· pla:y, bringing. out .• eccentricities 
of speech, ·manner, dress,· ai:ld ·custom.· Present it to 
tb.e. class •• ·• choose . your cast •. 
-- ·:-· : 
4. Report on amovie or television drama about this 
region.. Discuss its lite:rJary merits as well as its 
:kegional aspects. 
5. Present a progr-am to the class. You may use a com-
mittee or recordings to present liter-ary selections, 
b!3-llads, song~,. ~r tales~ 
6. Make a particular study of. a regional writer and re-
port your findings to tbe·class. Tell us what sort 
of people be writes about, .what settings he uses, 
ther his stories are realistic or roniantic, bow he 
shapes the fates of his characters·; in what. aspect 
of regionalism he is most in.terested-;_the geography, 
the history, the dialect, the type of people~-and 
what you have learned of his personal philosophy by 
reading his books. 
-7. Make a picture map of this region, showing the titles 
and characters of fanous literary selections of this 
region. 
s. . Write a compax-ison of the- type_· of' problems the young 
people of. some· other period had and the type of pro 
lema today's youth has. 
9. Select a cemmittee to arrange an itinerary for a 
journey through this region. List the places the 
class would go to and the things they would see. 
lb. ·Write a descriptive essay about Ver.mont. Describe 
the region,. the people, the inciustries, the sights, 
the sounds, the customs, ·the dialect, the odors, the-
characters, the ideB.ls, and types of architecture in 
houses and other buildings • 
. ' . -_. . . . 
11. Imagine you are a piece of' antique furniture or a 
spinning wheel. Write about the changes you have 
se~n in your le-.a:rs in a certain place •. · 
D. Culminating Activities. 
1. Presentation of panel discussions, individual rep3~ 
. character;;descriptions, committee presentations, 
· _,.-. dramatization. · .;:.' ·: ·· ·--
2. · DispJ.ay of picture maps., notebooks., pictures, sou.:.. 
venirs. · · 
3. Readings of letters, picturesque speech, original 
ballads, tales, descriptive essays .. 
. . . . 
4• Group discussion of unit activities • 
• Materials 
A •. For tb.e teacher an_d pupils· 
1. Literature Texts~-Those selections dealing with _the 
. -Eas1:;ern Coastal region and the out= 
standil:lg_autb.ors of the :region • 
. a. Bailey, Matilda and Leavell, U • W., T.Wt World !2!. 
America. tunerlca,n .Book (Company, .New York, 1956. 
b. Bailey, Matilda and others:, ~ En~lish LaniJla~e 
American Book Company, New York, 1957 
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c. Lucas, H.M., and Ansorage, E.F., Prose and Poetry 
ll!. Today, Re~iona.l America. L.W. Singer Company 
Syracuse, New.York, 1941 
d. Schramm, Wilbur and others, Adventures .t:Q.r. 
Americans. Harcourt Brace and Company, New York. 
1956 
e. Tressler, J.c., English in Action Course Three 
{Third Edition) D.C. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1940 
f. English Worksho~ - Grade Eleven (for drill) 
2. Magazines 
a. vermont Lit§. 
b. Other state or regional magazines 
3. :Records 
a. :M2]u: ~Alb~ DL 6001 Decca Records, .,Ipq., 
50 West 57th Street, New York 19 · · · 
P• Sea.. Chapties,.A.mJ. Logger-Men .. Songs/Folkway R:cords 
and Service Corp,., 117 W. 41st St., New York 18 
c. Manhattan Tower.Album DL 8011 Decca Records, Inc 
' . ' - . .. 
d. Robert Frost. Reading H.U . .Q.m Poet:rl; .. LP NOTE · 
704 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Ill.. . . 
eo Pupils' selections as required by chosen 
activity. · 
4. Movies 
a. Maine Harbor 1m (20 mib.) United World Films 
1445 Park Ave., New York 29 · 
b. N.a England; Background J:J:!.. Literattire :Coronet 
Instructional Films, 65 E. South Water St., 
.Chicago 1, Ill .• 
c. Making Sense ~ Sentences :coronet 
d. HistoriCal ~ Eniland Simmel•Meservey, 854 · 
South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35 
e. Wesbin~~;toni;ryini .. Encyclopedia Britannica Films 
Wilmette, Ill. 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
II 
I 
! 
J 
I 
.I 
I 
II I 
f. 
I 
6 
Eiihteenth Century ~ .1n Willia,msburs,Yiriinia 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films · I 
g. .Literature Appreciation:. llwf .~ ~ Novels, 
.. ·,mm ~ RuJ1 Plays, li£U1: ~ ~ Poet;o:, Coronet 
B. Supplementary Materials for the teacher 
1. 
2. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
Adams, J. Donald, Literary Frontiers, Duell, Sloan1t 
and Pierce, Inc.,· New York, .1951 II 
I Alites, Van Meter, Aesthetica .Q.!. ~ Novel 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1928 
Botkin, Benjamin A.,. A Treasury .Q.!. l.Uut Eniland 
Folklore Crown. Press, New York, 1947 
Coan, Otis W .. and Lillard, R. G .. , A.merica in 
Fiction· Stanford University Press, Stanford, 
California, 1942 
Davidson, Lavette J., A Guide ~American ~~~~ 
trniversity_of Denver Press, Denver, 1951 
Eastman, Max,. Enjoyment .Q.f Poetry ;Charles 
scribner's Sons, New York, 1921 
Lomax, J: A~, Adyentures ~A Ba1lad Runter 
M. MacMillan :Company, New York, 1947 
Lombard, N. M., Lookini .&:t. L.i1:o. Throuih American 
I.iterature Stanford University Press, Stanford, 
California, 1945 
9. Mark, Milton, Enjo-yw>nt ,g.t. Drama Arthur c .. Crofts 
Publications, New London, Conn., 1940 
10. 
11. 
l 
Menoken, H. L., x.bft. America,p Lm iUa@, Knopf I 
Company, NewYork, 1948 · ,, 
National Council of Teachers of English, O:mmission 
on the Engl,ish Curricl.l].um~ ~ Enuish Lansuase I 
~' NOTE Curriculum Series, Vol. 1. Appleton-
Century~crofts, Inc., New York, 1952 
12•. National Council of Teachers of English, Gommiss:ion 
on the English Curriculum, ~ Enilish Lan,ua~e 
Al!.:t.i.·. in .:thft Secondary School, NOTE Curriculum 
II 
\) 
/I 
1 
I 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Serle s, Vol. 3, Apple ton-Century-~Crofts, Inc. , 
New York, 1956 
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lj 
I, ,, 
I 
I 
Norwell, Geor~ w., ~Reading Interesta ~~
:ee.ople . D. c. Heath and Gomp~y . Boston, 1950 . II 
Q.uinn., Arthur H., ed., !!llst Literature ~ ~ I 
American People Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
New York, 19.51 
Sm:\:tb., Dora V., Communication~ ~ Miracle S2:I. 
shared. Liyini The MacMillan Go., New York, 1955 
.. . 
17.. Brooks, Van ·w:vck, ~ Flowering .U ·lUm, Ensland 
• E. P. Dutton_and company, New York, 1936 
I 
.I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
c. Supplementary Books For Pupils (-!~)Easy Reading 
(1h'})Ratb.er Difficult 
(-lHHf- )Difficult 
(X)Nonfiction 
1. (·~~} Allis, Marguerite, ~Without Peril 
Putnam, New York, 1941 · 
~:~ :W:e~onable story of a courageous woman in Vermont 
2. (X) Anderson, Maxwell, Knickerbocker HQliday 
Sloane Publishing Co., l,'few York, 1938 
This play deals with the New York of Peter 
Stuyvesant 
3. (*) Annixter,· Paul, Swiftwater, Wyn Publishing 
Company,· New York, 1950 
Maine is the background for this story of the 
North Woods 
4. ( ~f-;E-) Austin, Jane G., s;tandish ..Q1: standish, 
_ Houghton~Mifflin~ Boston, 1919 
Story of the daily life of the Pilgrims 
Becker, May L., ·GQld~Ul Ta1es .2.!. lUu! England 
Dodd and Company, New York, 1931 
II 
I 
I 
I 
1 I. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
l 
II 
II 
,I 
I 
I 
. II I 
,, 
II 
I' 
.I 
ll 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6. 
7. 
s. 
10. 
11. 
12~ 
(*) Best, Herbert, Whistle, Dau~ht§:r, Whistle 
MacMil1an Company, New York, 1947 II II 
A.n early nineteenth century story of country lifej II
in New York. . _ I 
(i~<) Botkin, B. A.., A Treasury .2:!. ~ Ends.nd Fo1klp~ i1 
Brown ~ress, New York, 1944 l'i 
. ~ 
. New England's yarns, tall tales, and· jests. lj 
(~~)Cannon, LeGrand, L..Q.Qk .12. ~ Mountei n Holt 111 
Publisl:ling Company, New.York, 1942 
',1 N.ew Hampshire t s pioneer life and its hardships. 
(*) Carroll, Glady~ H., All..~ Earth Turns, li-
- MacMillan Company, New York, 1944 '1 
Immigrants change ~ife on a Maine f·arm. I 
MacMillan Co • , I (~~~)Chase, MaryE., s:Llas .Oroo.ke'it, 
New York, 1939 · 
The story of several generations of a Maine sea-
faring family.. · · 
({H~).Cooper, . .James F.,·~ Lu.t. -~-~·Mohicans· 
Globe Publishing :ao~, New York, 1947 · 
Swiftly moving story of the French and Indian war. 
(X) Damon, Bertha, A Sens§ ~ Humus, Simon and I 
Shuster, New York, 1943 · ·. · 
The Damons make the most of the soil on their New I 
Hampshire tarm. . . · · I 
13. (*) Deleeuw, Adele and Paradis, Marjorie, :l:bt. GQ).denlj 
shadow, Macrae Smith Co., ;I>hiladelphia, 1951 h 
A romance vd.tl:l a setting. in Pennsylvania just at'ter 111 
the Civil War. . 1
1 
14. (?HH~)Edm.onds, w. D., Drums Along~ Mohawk, Li~tle I 
. Publishing Company, Boston, 1936 · 1 
The New York settl.ers.defend themselves against 
the British and the Indians. 
I 
I 
l 
I 
=1~----=--= I 
I 
I, 
II 
I 
I 
15,. ({.YE>)Edmorids, w. D., ~ ~ Crossin~, Dodd 
Publishing Company, New York, 1945 
. •. 
Sixteen-year old b.oyi;goes fu.r trapping in the 
of N:ew York. · 
16. (~~**)Field, Rachel'- A.n4-liml: Tomorr.o:w, 
Company, New York, 1942 
MacMillan 
Modern story of an aristocratic father and an 
immigrant mother.. · 
17. (~;p~)Fisher, Dorothy c., ~Brimming .QJ.u2., Harcourt-
Brace Company, New York~ 1939 · 
Contentment in a. small Vermont town. 
18. (X) 
---------- Yermon;t T;radit_ion 1956 I 
Traditional history of the admirable Vermonters and 11 
their characteristics. I 
19. {*) Forbes, Esther, Johnny Tremain, Hougbtop.-1YUffl1nJ 
. Boston, 19~5 . · · ,I 
i: ,, A boy has. an exciting-time at the Boston Tea Party 
and the Battle of Lexington. 1 
20. ( .-r~~~ X) 
---:--------.... -~ Reyere Jmd ~ World a 
r.ived . .In._ · Rqughton, Boston, 1942. 
Eighteenth century Boston and a Revolutionary hero. 
21. (**)Freeman, Mary W~, A li§..YL England l'I.lm a.n.Si other 
. Stories Harper, New York, 1920 
Emphasis on ·cp.alities. of New England chaJ:"acters. 
22. (~*' X)Hawthorne, Hildegarde, Youth's Daptain, · 
_ Longmans, New York, 1935 
The story of Ralph Waldo Emerson. 
23. (**~:·)Hawthorne, Nathaniel, ~_Scarlet Letter, 
__ "Harper, New Yorl(, _1950. 
24. 
A story of guilt and the harsh attitude·. o.f Puritans 
toward transgressors. 
Jewett, Sarah o., ·Country By-Ways, Houghton, Boston 
{}ollection of shqrt stories about New England. 
lr 
II 
I 
I 
I II-
II 
I 
I 
I 
====~========~============~========·~ 
I 
I 
I 
25 ... ({HHt- X). Hill, R. N., ~ W;t,noosk:J., Hea.:rtway ~ 
Vermont. Rinehart and ·Company, Inc., New 
York, 1949 ... 
The importance of the Winooski river in the settling 
of Vermont. 
26 .. (**) Johnston, Mary, ~ HaJut a:wl'b IIQ.ld, Houghton, 
· Boston, 1931 · 
Romance of a Virginian wb.o purchased one of the 
slaves sent over in 1619 .. 
27" (~) Laing, Alexander, .~ .au Witq.b,, Farrar 
_ Publishing Company, New York, 1944 
The story ot: a clipper ship and two brothers in 
New York. 
28 .. (*"*~( X) ·Lee, w. Storrs, :lWt Green Mountaiina .s:J:!. 
... Vennon:t;. Henry Holt and Co .. ,. New York 1955 
Tradition,. history, tall tales, anecdotes, and 
personal comments make this very interesting. 
29. (?t-) Longstreth, T. M., ~ Macauarrie ~~ 
MacMillan Company,· New York, 1957 
Colt Muir, a Scottish immigrant involved in a teen-
age gang,·. t:inds . the kind ot: lit:e he . wm ts on a New 
Jersey farm .. 
30. (?PA*) Marquand, J. P., . ~ La.I&. !Jeor~e Apley, Grossei; 
. New York, 1947. 
I 
I 
31. 
A novel about old-fashioned Boston society. 
(·*) Meader, Stephen, Shadow .in . .iiJJ§. _Pines, HarcourtJ 
New York, 1942 
A story of a boy who thwarts a band of spies • 
32. (·**"~·) Melville, Herman, ~ :D,1,ok, Dutton, New Yor.~ 
1950 
Life on a whaling vessel with an unusual captain. 
33. (?t-) Thompson, Mary w., Snowy Slopes, Longmans, 
. Green, New York, 1957 · 
Leigh Burd' s experiences with skiing in Vermont. 
.I 
lj 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
34. (~E-~H.<·) Turnbull, Agnes s., ~ MJ.uJ.t. D.aJm MacM.illsn 
li II 
i 
l 
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Company, New York, 1942 1. 
Pioneer experiencescaf' a. Scotch-Irish family in 
western Pennsylvania. · · 
35. (~r) Westcott, E. N•, David Harum, Grossets, New 
York, 1941 
The story of a shrewd country banker in a small 
town in New York. 
36. ( *·YI'ir) Wharton, Edith, ;wthap Fro~, Scribner, New 
. York, 1938 · 
Tragedy of a New England farmer and his light-
hearted young relative. 
37. ( ~-) Woodbury, George, .lQ.bn Goff'e' s Mill., Norton, 
New York, .1948 
Design for happy living in an old sawmill in New 
Hampshire" 
38. (~HH:· X) Brooks, Van Wyck, J.iu Engla,ng,: Indian Summer 
Dutton, New York, 1940 
Literary history and criticism concerned with 
modern New Emgland literature. 
I 
I 
1. 
39. (*frl~) Fisher, Dorothy c., Seasoned Timber1 
. New York, 1939 
He.rcourtJ 
I 
Jewish boy discovers prejudice in a small Vermont 
town. 
---
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v. Evaluation 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
A. Objective Tes.ts 
B. 
c. 
1. Authors and their works 
2. Ideas aQd ·quotations 
3. Vocabulary 
4. Higher reading skills 
5. Elements of. the American Dream 
6., Typical manners, customs, dialect, 
Subjective materials_ 
1. Themes. 
2. Essay type tests 
3. Oral and written discussions of reactions 
to books, characters.., and ideas .. 
. . 
Other evaluation 
1. Checking of notebooks 
a. Individual vocabulary and spelling lists 
b. Lists ofpictti.resque speech 
c. Lists of qualities, ideas, and ideals 
d. Outlines 
e. Preees 
f. Analyses of poems and stories 
2. Checking of Core and Optional Activities 
D. Evaluation of the unit. Use the following question 
as guides: 
1. In what ways do you think you have improved 
in reading? 
2. What did you like about the unit? 
3• What did you dislike·? 
,-
Complete the following statements: I 
The early New Englanders considered...._ ______ the best 
1
1
1 
kind of government. 
---,----=--:-__,..--:---b.Y John Smith may be considered the f:ir 
1. 
2. 
piece of American literature. I 
3. During the first hundred years American li teratwe 
followed patterns. 
4. Good literature .·is.__ _________________ _ 
5. Four typically American qualities possessed by Franklin 
are _____ ~-----------------~--~----------------
6. The American Dream i·s.-· -------"------------
7. Three adjectives that describe Franklin's style of 
writing ·a.t"e · · 
8. From your reading give two exampies of New England 
dialect, two examples of .New England customs, and two· 
Yankee qualities · · 
9. Early American writings consisted mostly of _____ _ I 110. Poetry is II 
I Match· the titles with. the authors: · I' 
I ( ) ;Captain Jobn Smith. 1. Diary II 
. ( ) William Byrd 2. Of the Natural Inhabitants 
of Virginia 1 
( ) Samuel Sewall 3• Contemplations 1 
( ) Anne Bradstreet 4. Her Private Journal 
( ) Sarah Kemble Knight 5. The History of the Dividing 
·Line · 
( ) Benjamin Franklin 6. Speech in the Virginia 
_ 'Clonvention 
JE):an de •Grevecoeur 7. The Indian Burying Ground 
¥ti!~!f:F!!g~Iu ~: +R~og~~~1:Ptir the Ke s 
I 
10 •. 
SAMPLE TEST 
. (continued) 
the author of each of these lines: 
But the poet told me we h~d near 14 miles to ride to 
next stage. 
For their music they use a thick cane .. e. ___ .....;.,. ___ _ 
Her dress was not so clean as sometime it had been. ____ _ 
I heard a merry grasshopper then sing ••• ______________ _ 
He took a fat louse out of his collar ••• _____________ _ 
Be not disturbed at trifles ••• _______________ _ 
9 •• but as for me~ give me liberty or give me death! _ 
These are the times that try men's souls. ____________ __ 
Jl 
••• that all men are creat.ed equal, that they are endowed! 
by their Creator with certain unalienable rights ••• ____ _ 
••• steer clear of permanent alliances with any portion 
of the foreign world•••·--------:-------
I. 
i 
! I Circle the letter of' the word or phrase that most nearly jl II defines the first word. •I 
l'l .1.. inauspicious: a •. unkind b. unfavorable c. unwanted I! 
I . d. obvious • 
2. requisite: a. needless b. surplus c. necessary d. talentj 
felicity: a. calm b. name Co dread d. happiness I 
Ill' 4. b b b 1 d ,1,1 abject: a_. a sent • a norma . c. cringing • proud 
1,.,'
1 
s
6
•• insidious ~: ~:~:able b.' interior c. treacherous!~~~~ 
unadulterated: a. holy b. meek c. pure d. unattended 
_j_ 7 ·==a=v=al:'=ice: a, goodness b, generosity o. meekness d, gl'eed I 
---== T 
I' 
.I 
I 
·' II 
r I a. 
I 
10. 
penury: a. wealth b .• poverty c. pendant d. penalty 
posterity: a. ancestors b. descendants c. relatives 
d. friends. 
voluntary: a. hesitant. b. begrudged c. Willed d. ample 
write S (synonym) or A. (antonym) fqr each. of these pairs of 
words: 
( ) 1. bewildered-puzzled ( ) 6. souffle~o:mele t 
!I 
tl 
I 
i 
'74\ 
II 
I 
II 
II 
lt 
role~part I . ( ) 2. lorn-desolate ( ) 7. 
' . ( ) 3. melancholy~' joyful 
II . ) 4. debut-entrance ( 
( ) 
( ) 
8. 
9. 
impressed~dd.j3.reganded I 
philosophical-irrationJ 
( ) 5. courier-messenger ( ) 10. annually-yearly 
11 ( ) 1.. arduousa.:a:y
1
*" {} _~}} 1*" -x- 1*"(*) 'l!-6: -lf.s:l:c:tude-concern 
I ( ) 2. eradicate-destroy ( ) 7 ., insidious-sly 
,l ( ) 3. servile=slavish ( ) 8 .. 
II ( } 4. 1nartial-peacefu1 
diminish-increase 
( ) 9. posterity-ancestry 
·I 
11 ( ) 5 •. transient-permanent rectitude=uprightness I 
~~Discuss one of the following: (l.} Th<i American Dream· 
1
1
1 
.. {2) t.tBeing an American. :i.s not a matter> of blood or race, 
· . but point of view. n · 
I, 
IJ 
II 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
tl 
II 
II 
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THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS AMERICAN HERITAGE 
- ~- . 
UNIT V 
JOURNEY TO THE MIDWEST 
. ij ------~ 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
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TEE INDIVIDUAL.~ HIS Jl\MERICAN EEgiTAGE 
UNIT V Journey .:1uL .:t.Wt Mldwa st 
I.. rtitJoci.ti&tiorl 
II .. 
No l:'egion was as exci:-ting and as dangerous as 
tbe west during the time of the Westwal:'d expansion. 
This excitement and adventure wel:'e reflected in the 
litel:'ature. Indian warfare, the Pony Expl:'ess, gold 
rushes, cattle ranching, the building of the trans-
continental railroad, the buffalo stampedes, the 
steamboats on the Mississippi--all found a place in 
the writing of the times. That literature which best 
reflected the tremendous enthusiasm and adventure,the 
humor and pathos of life on the trail and on the tron-
tier, lives on as a part of our heritage. The spirit 
I 
'I ,, 
I 
~ ll 
I 
of the pioneers was especially important in the for-
mation of our democl:'atic ideas and ideals. Mucb. of 
the land was settled and improved by immigrants.; As 
we progress in our unit, look fol:' those qualities, 
characters, and attitudes that typify the spirit of 
the pioneers • Think of the Indians and their place 
in our heritage.. What qualities typify the region · 
and the people today? · · 
PAup.il Objectives J 
UnderstandiQgs 
1. The great .American writers have presented ~he pi 
neers in vivid literature that preserves American I 
tradition. 1 
2. 
4. 
5. 
Realism deals with the problems of ordinary people 
in their everyday environment, portraying life as 
it is. 
Democracy is a changing way of life and as such 
has not reached perfection~ 
The Western frontier rep;:esented the freedom and 
opportunity which life in ,America had come. to 
mean. , 
Literature makes use of symbols which are concre~l 
representations of ideas or feelings and as such I 
elicit a particular kind of response. 
I 
I 
. I 
,I 
-t 
I 
.I 
II 
6. Pioneers found themselves too busy to produce 
literature at first, but they delighted in spin-
ning tales. 
II 
II 
?. I These tales became ~he seed bed for legends, · 
ballads, and folklore. ,, 
The work of tb.e early writers of this region re- I 
fleeted the adventure and enthusiasm, the differ-
ent :mode of living that were part of the westward 1 
exp8.llsion. 
9. As the West became settled, it began to lose 'its 
glamorous quality and became a region of plain 
people and hard facts. Out of this setting came 
realism. 
· 10. Though the literature·· of the Midwest has become 
less wild and fantastic, it still portrays life in 
that region as it differs from the life in other 
parts of the co1lntry. 
11. Drama can be a sou!'ce of insight into pe!'sonal· and 
social problems. 
12. Drama refers· not only to a li te·rary fol'm but also 
to certain qualities- noted in experience;.- ironic 1 
coincidence, poetic justice, prophetic utterance, 
or strange con~rasts. 
13. Visualizing is an important skill in the reading 
of drama. 
B. Attitudes and Appreciations 
1. Opportunities were available on the Western fron-
tier only for Americans who bad the courage and 
the hardihood to take advantage of them. Rugged 
individualism was a result of-this situation. 
2. The western frontier helped to mold a certain kind 
of American: one who was not afraid to takecha~ 
one who was self-reliant, one who valued his free 
dom .• and independence, one who b.ad::·~earned freedom 
and opportunity for himself and wanted the s~ 
for his children. 
3. The frontier helped develop the kind of men and 
women America needed and a national spirit which 
creates love of freedom and opportunity. 
\I 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
II ,, 
II 
I 
I 
4. 
6. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Competition and coope!>ation are both necessary 
a democratic society. 
Limitations are placed upon freedom; there are 
times when conformity is demanded. 
We need to develop a sense of responsibility for 
the larger governmental groups of which we are a 
part. 
The constant danger in frontier life developed 
rugged individualism. 
Poets seek to comn1unicate a 1'eeling and. an atti-
tude through their poetry. 
In an effective poem the rytbms are in harmony 
with the idea and the mood expressed. 
Drama is peculiarly fitted for the presentation 
o1' human problems and a sharp delineation o1' 
character. 
Great Americana. have many elements in common; I 
character3 integrity, gentleness, love of freedom, 
and the ability to rise to the demands of a. time I 
of crisis. · . 
. I 
otj Lincoln was a living demonstration of the power 
.American life to build great men .. 
I 
As long as a country has men with the Qlalities I· 
of greatness, it is a healthy country with a greall 
destiny. 
Frontier characteristics--love of adventure, sense 
1
1 
of humour, self-confidence, ingenuity •. demoe.t>atic 
11 · outlook, love of freedom--swept into American j 
thinking and.added to the growth of American demo-1 
cra.cy and to the development of the .American Dream :I 
These frontier chal:'acteristics set the new natien 
apa.t>t 1'rom the nations of Europe. 
'Tb.e Ind.ian had a long history and had developed a 
way of life·that had dignity and courage. 
1\ 
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c. Skills and Abilities 
Reading 
1. 
·2. 
Writing 
To visualize. 
To appreciate the dramatic qualities of 
experience in plays 
To feel the spirit of the Westward movement 
To understand the ~uthor 1 s purpose, tone, and 
plan 
! 
I 
i 
I 
I 
! 
II l! 
II 
To increase ability to write clear, colol'.ful 11 
accounts of one's experiences 11 
To increase ability in the use of coordinatio 2o 
and subordination o.f ideas. 1 
Speaking I i 
I 
To· increase ability in oral reading of drama I 
To increase ability to share enjoyable reading 'I 
Activities 
A.. Introductory Activity 
On this map of the United States you will see 
marked the region to which we are taking a 
journey. You will note·that it is located on 
. ' '. 
both sided of the Mississippi .and goes as far 
west as the Continental Divide. Next look care-
fully at the pictures on.the bulletin boards and 
notice the type of topography we have in this Mid-
west. What kinds of Work do you think the people 
living here do? · Where did the original. settlers 
come .from1 You will find a _background story called 
the "Weste-rn Frontier" in yoUr text. Read· it care-
fully for historical and social background. You 
may find it easier to understand the trek westward 
if you consider these words of Cabeza De Vaca, an 
early Spanish explorer of the Southwest: "We ever 
held it certain that going toward the sunset we 
would find what we desired" • 
'· 
B. Core Activities - al.l activities for all pupils 
For the next three or ,f,-our weeks ye shall be study-
ing the literature of the Midwestern region.. The 
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I 
I, 
II 
I 
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-II 
II 
il 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
!I 
II 
questions, suggestions,. and activities that rol-
loW rorm your Stud.y Guide. The ~ Activities 
are those we all do along with our group reading 
or the selections in' your anthology. As we read 
our selections, we shall discuss them, a.Pd you 
will rind it wise to keep notes to aid you in 
you.x- writing and s.peak1ng activities.· In yoUI" 
notebook, you will keep a record or the·. work you 
do along with you.x-· class notes and vocabulary and 
spelling lists.. These will be checked in indivi-
dual conferences •. You will find a bibliography 
II 
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of suggested reading materials in your Study QUide. 
~his StyU Guide· is a suggested plan; we may change 
it or add to it as we work. We' sb.S.ll share ou.x-
acti,vities at specified times which you may desig-
nate in class discussions. You may work as fast 
as you like. · 
1. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
Fill out a card for our bibliography file on the 
book or books you have read· a~out this region. 
.. . .. 
Write some epitaphs patterned after those in the 
"Spoon River Anthology" e . 
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1 
II 
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i ,, 
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I. 
c. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Optional Related Activities 
6. 
7. 
a. 
Draw a pictorial map 'o:r tb.~ Midwest, showing the 
outstanding authors and;cha~acters~ 
Write a bal~ad . or :r qlktale aqout . this region. j 
Pr:~ent a choral readib.g o:r aMid~eSt ,P9em. . ~~ 
w:r}:tt'& a de.s~r-:tpti'Ve ·: ;e' s s:S.y ~bo'lit:::>-e li&: ·Mid we ~t :. or 'sOm.el• S:pe'-cii\ic:~Jseotiori.::a.rL:·e:i -e-y ·'iii (.:tt.~·: •· :·:Da-s··di>i'be '•tne-fugion~ 
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11. 
12~ 
13. 
14. 
II 
II 
il 
\\ 
-~t= the people, industries, sights, sounds, customs, I 
aialect, odors, characters, ideals, and types of I 
homes e 
Wlt~ a panel, conduct' a quiz on' t~ .lite~at,;,e ,hill 
the Midweste ·You might use such questioQ.s as tpe!; 
following: What Bu. thor got his pen :h~e fl:>om a· !'! 
call used by Mississippi boatmen? ·Who wanted the i 
Midwest to have fruit trees like -the East? I: 
. I' 
Discuss a magazine a_ rticle dealing with regional ~~ 
aspects of the Midweste 
1
1 
wi>~te. a discussi~:m on tb.e immigrants who came to! 1! 
the Midwest. Discuss the nation'alities, their 1 
contribp.tio:hs, the sectio~s in· wh+ch tb.ey settled~ 
their hardships, and how they b.ave become assimi-1 
lated. into tb.e A.merican way of -lifee . ·I 
Pre sent a dramatization of sonia regional_ selection II 
wb.ich brings out eccentricities of speech, dres_s,!'' 
and custom. 
! 
Make a s.crap book of this region, using pictUres, jl 
cartoons, clippings, and quotatio~~· ·. ,. I 
Write a discussion in which you tell_about the I 
~on:tributions of. this. region to the American 1 
~~. I 
D. Culminating Actiyities 
1. Presentation of panel discussions, individual re- 1 
ports, listenin~· programs, committee presentations41 
dramatization~-'- c:J.ass discussions,· travel talks, II' 
mus·ical pro grams. . : I 
2. Display of pi?ture maps, pict~es, scrapbooks. lj 
3. Readings ·or picturesque· speech, original ballads, 
folk tales., descriptive essays. 
Group discussion of unit activities. 
IV. Materials 
I 
II 
l 
I 
1: 
II I A. Basic Texts I I 
· !I 1. Schramm, Wilbur. and o.tb.ers', Adventures fj£ . · I 
·=t=l'j . . American:.s, Harcourt, Brace.~and co., New York,l95611 
---== ============ . jl 
)I II 
Ill ~ il !l 
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jl 
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11 · 
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I 
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II I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
1\ 
II 
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B. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6~ 
For 
1. 
2e 
:• 
3·. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
Bailey, Matilda, and Leavell, u.s., ~World .fJ!. I' 
America, American Book Company, New York, 1956 I 
Neville, M. A., a~d Herzberg, M. J., r.iterature 
.1n America--Liylni Words._ Rand McNally and 
Company, New York, 1958 
1, 
II 
I 
WagenbeLm and others, ~ Readlni Heritage, This I 
~ Ameria&, Henry Holt and Company, New York,l956j 
. I 
. . . I 
Tressler, J. :o., En~ ish_ .In Action Third Edition, 11 
D. _c. Heath Boston, 1940 II 
~ En~lish Workshop I 
Teac'bers 
-Angle, Paul Me, ~ Lincoln Reader, 
University Press, New York, 1947 
Rutgers 
Ang.off, Charles, A Literary History .Q!. .:t.ru! 
American People; .. Alfred A. Knqpf Company, 
New York, 1931 · 
Boas, R. P., and Katherine Burton, 
Backiround.a. .. ~ America,p Lito:rature, 
Brown Company, Boston, 1933 
Socia1 
Little; 
II I 
II ll 
I' 
,' l 
I 
Hansen, Harry, 'Midwest Portraits, -Harcourt,Brace 1 
company' New York, 1923 I 
Hartwick, Harry, Foreiround· -~-- American. Ficti<:>n, . 
American B9ok Company, New York, 1934 . . 11 
Hook, J. N., ~ Tea,chini .Q!. .IIUb. School Enilish. 11 
The Ronald ~:ress, ;New York, 1950 _ . il 
Lowrie, Re H.; lbdians of ~.Plains. McGraw Hlll;l 
New York, 1954 , !I 
Mirrielees, Lucia B., Teaching CompOsition_ .anQ. 1
1
1 
Literature in.Junior gng Senior High School.. 1 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1952 · j 
National Council of Teachers of Englisn, QQ.mmis-
sion on the English Curriculum. · ~ Eneltsh 
Laniuage Ar,!a. 1n .:t.ba.. Secondary Sehool.t NOTE 
.curriculum S~ries, Vol. 3. Appleton-Cet1tu:t"t-
cro.fts, Inc., New York, 1956 
II 
lj 
II I, 
I• 
II 
II !, 
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II 
10.- Farrington, V. L., Ma1n _currents .in Am.erican 
Thought. H~c-ourt, Brace, New York, 1927 
11. Quinn, A. H., A History . 21.: American Drama.. 
.cro.fts and. Compallly, New York, 1937 
I, 
F. s. 1 
12. Odum, Howard and Harry Moore, Ame;rican Re@tiona.li sm. 
Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1938 
13. Smith, Bernard, ~ Democratic Spirit. Al:t"red A. 
Knop.f Comp,any, New .York, 1941 
14. Targ, William, ~-American~. World Book 
Company, . New York, 1946 
15. Rouce k, .J. s., and F. J. Brown, ~ Racial .and 
National.minorities •. __ J;rentice-Hal1 Company, 
New York, 1939 
16. Wheat, c. E., ~ Democratic Tradition jn America. 
Ginn and Company, New York, 1943 
17. Untermeyer, touis, American Poetry Since ~. 
Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1923 
c. Supplementary Books .for Pupils Easy Reading 
Rather Difficult 
Dii".ficult 
Non.fiction 
1. ( *) Aldrich, Bess s., A Lantern .In .~ .H.an.d. 
Appleton, New ~ork, 192E? 
The life o.f a pioneer woman in Nebraska. 
2. (-!*') Aydelotte, Dora, Trumpets. Callin~. Appleton, 
New York, 1938 · 
Story of the Oklahoma land rush and li.fe on an 
Oklahoma home a tead. · 
3. (*) Becker, May L., GoldeP Tales Qt ~ Prairie 
states. Dodd Company, New York, 1932 
Stories of li.fe in the Midwest. 
I 
.I 
4. (*) Blair, Walter, T.al.l ~America. E. M. Hale, I 
_ Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 1944 
Mike Fink, .Johnny Appleseed, and Pecos Bill 
appear in these legends .. 
-======~========~===========================w===== 
I 
I 
I! 
i 
!j 
I 
~ 
s. ( *) Boatwright, M. D., :l!§..ll Tales 
Southwest Preas, 1934 ~Tem. 1
1
1 
. l 
I 6. (*~Ht-) Bojer, Johan, l!ha Emi~ants. 
New York, 1924. .century, 
Story o£ Norwegians in North Dakota. 
7. (~~) Burman, B. L., Children~~. M~ssner, 
New York, 1951 
Colorful. stories of' present day Mississippi River 
characters. 
8. ( mf-) Cannon, :cornelia J ., .lUui fu.J..a..t.. Sun Dial, 
New York, 1943 
A Minnesota farmer wars against the blight that 
destroys his wheat. 
9. (if-) Carmer~ Carl, Hurricane's Children. Farrar 
New York,.l937 
Legendary characters appear in these colorful 
tales. 
10. ( iP.Hfi) Cather, Willa, Q Pioneers. Houghton, Boston, 
1933 
swedish and Bohemian settlers in Nebraska face 
tragedy together. 
11. (~~) Churchill, Winston, ~.Crossing. MacMillan 
, .Company, New.York, 1927 
The story of' the development of' the Midwest and 
a character who marched to Vincennes with Clark. 
12. c~~) Clemens, Samuel L., .:':Adventures S2t. Huckleb:ury 
&n. Chanticleer, New York, 1950 ., 
. Amusing adventures of' Huck on a raft on the 
Mississippi River. 
13. (~e-) Clemens, Samuel L., Adventures s;£ T.Qm Sawyer. 
. Chanticleer, New York, 1950 
Story of' a boy's fun an-d adventure based on the 
author's boyhood in Missouri. 
1 
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16. 
17. 
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( {}) \Croy, Homer, .re sse Jams s .w:a.&i JaU Neighbor. 1 
~ fa:::::i::w .:::;· o~9: almost legendary II 
character. 
11
,
1 
(-~HH} X) Derleth., August, ~ Wisconsin, Farrar 
New York, 1942 ll 
The story of fur traders on the Wisconsin River. I' 
II ( -:Hr} Drago, H. s., Mont an&. R.Q..aJ1. 
_ York, 1935 
Morrow, New 
General Cus.ter' s rush to the Black Hills and the 
great wrong done the Indians., · 
( ~h~} Donovan, Josephine, Bla.ck .3.Q.U. 
_ New York, .1930 
stratford, 
il 
I 
! 
I 
Ill 
II 
Irish Immigrants in Illinois struggle w1 tb drougb~ 
insects, and cold. 11 
(~~~) Eggleston, Edward, ~ Hoosier Schoolmaster. I 
. King' a Grown Press, New York, 1946 
~ .- . 
The story of a school and a schoolmaster in the 
Indiana backwoods. · 
II ( -lH~·).: Emerson, Elizabeth., ~ Gal"nered Sheaves I 
L.ongmans, New York, 1948 ~ • 1l 
The story of a Q,uacker community in Illinois from !! 
the 1870 1 a to World War I. . . II 
(~HHr) Erdman, Louella G.,, Years .Q!. ~Locust. Ji 
Dodd and Company, New York, 1947 II 
Missolll'i farm life portrayal. 
(*)Felton, H. w., (ed.,) Legends S2!_ ~ Bunyan• 
Alfred Knopf Company,, New York, 1947 I 
More than one hundred tales of a coloi"ful characbs11 
22. (-!H~:t-) Ferber, Edna, ..8.g_ ~. World Publishing Co., 
Cleveland, 1947 I' 
·I I· 
~-====~23. 
Story of courage and farm life. 11 
-ctmwron. II . . 
Story or a newspaper in the Okl.ahoma settlement.=i== 
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24. ( ~HHr) Fernald, Helen, Smoke Blows lYa.a,t.. Longmans, ! 
New York, 1937 I 
I 
Life of Kansas settlers after the Civil War. I 
25. (*-:r:t-) Fisher, Dorothy, :c., ·~ ~ ~. Gtoosset I 
New York, 1934 . · ' I 
Life and ideals of the daughter of a Midwestern I 
college professor. ~~· 
26. (*) Fr:i.ermood, E. H., .Hoosier .Heritage. DoubledayJ 
New York, 1954 · 'I 
A pioneer Indiana girl becomes a schoolma•mn in 
the Missouri Ozarks. . 
2 7. ( '*-:H~) Gale , Zona, :M.iiUI. .Ll.llJ.l ~. Apple ton, 
New York, 1920 
Realistic stories of small town life in the 
Midwest. 
28. (iHHt- X) Garland, Hamlim, .6..Q.n !f!.. .~ Middle Border. 
MacMillan., New York, 1927. 1 
. ., 
Realistic picture of farm life i~ the Midwest in II 
the nineteenth century. 
1 
29 • (***) Hedrick, u. P., ~ La 21:.~ crooked :l!nJI.I Oxford Press, New York, 1948 
A. boy's life on a Michigan farm. 1 
, I 
30. ( -JH(-) Guthrie, A. B., .Ibsi .B..i£ .s.lu• Houghton, !I 
Boston, 1950 1! 
Young Boone Caudell 1 s trip down the Missouri Rive I 
and his surrender to the pressures of pioneering. 
31. (*~~) Kroll, H. H., and c. M. Sublette, F~rilous 
.J:ourne-y:. New York, 1943 Babbs Company 
l 
I 
II 
Much social history in this story of life on the 1\ 
Mississippi in the days of flatboats and back-
woods cutthroats • \\ 
32. (i~*) Lancaster, Bruse, ~ l1.§. ~ Livi~. stokes, Ill 
New York, 1940 J 
story of pioneer days and of young Abe Lincoln in I 
Indiana and. Kentuckye 
II 
II 
,. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
33. (~h~) Lewis, Sinclair, Main Streete 
New York, 1950 
Harcourt, 
Narrow, smug small town life: a satire e 1 
! 34. (*) Meigs, Cornelia, .Sw1f'j; Rivers. 
Boston, 1937 Little and rcoil 
1829-1865. II 
Dial, New York, I 
Logging on t)J.e upper Mississippi, 
35. (·~-,'}) Norris, Frank, l!..b.&. .E.U. Sun 
1937 
Story of capital ism i~ .Chicago. 
36. (?}-~-i~) O'Meara, Walter, ~Trees Y&nt Forth. 
Crown, New York, 1947 
Life in a logging camp wi t)J. detail about American 
of Irish, French, and Finnisb. descent. 
37. ( iHr) Pound, Arthur, .Hs.1Yk .Q!. Detroit. Reynal, 
. New York, 1939 
Story of tbe founding of Detroit witb. a politicaL 
and social background of F~ench expansion in 
America. 
li 
l 
38. (iHl-*) Richter, Conrad, ~Trees. 
. . 1940 Knopf, New York, 
1790-1820. I Pioneer life in tbe Ohio country, 
39. (*-X-{!<) Roberts, Elizabeth M., ~ Greaj; Meadow. 
, Viking, New York, 1930 
Portrayal of tb.e heroic life of the early 
and the mental and spiritual reactions of 
settlers to their environment. 
40. (?~--**) Roberts, K. L., Norj;hwest Paasag§. 
Doubleday, New York, 1937 
pioneerj 
these 1 
Rogers' rangers, Indian villages, and the fur 
business in the Great Lakes region. 
41. (-~HH~) Robertson, Constance, -~Golden Circle 
Random House, New York, 1951 
An Ohio novel of the 1860's and of a minority who 
discredited enlistment, resisted tbe draft, and 
shielded deserters. 
)I 
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42. (~~-**) Rolvag, O.E., Giants in .:t..lla Earth. Harper, 
I ,, 
43. 
New York, 1927 
Finest novel of pioneering on the Great Plains~ 
Norwegian~dnunigrants open up new lands in Dakota 
territory. 
(-~) Rourke, Constance M., ~'Crockett. Harcou:rt,l 
. New York, 1934 . . 
Biography, folklore; and legend in a delightful 
retelling. . 
I 
44. ( -~..;r X) Sandoz, Marl, Qll. .Iule a. Little and Co., 
.. Boston, 1935 
A daughter's vivid portrayal of her Swiss 
immigrant father. 
45. (*) Simon, Charles, ~Mason, Am>rentice jj_Q. 
46. 
Aydubon. putt.on, New York, 1946 I 
I 
.roe roams tbrough the Midwest with Audubon. I 
(~f) Stevens, .Tames, ~ Bunyan •. Knopf,. New York4 1948 1 
A lumbermen 1 s amazing feats of strength and dat-in • 
47. ('*:-:t-~) Stong, 'Phil, state ~. New American 
Libtaary, New York, 1933 .. I 
48. 
49. 
. . I 
story of an Iowa farm family. I 
(*~!-) Tarkington, Booth, T.Wt Gentleman ~ ~ 
Doubleday, New York, 1935 · 
-
A small town editor wages war against crooked 
politics. 1 I 
(*) Webber, Gordon, Years ~ E.awl. Little, Boston,! 
1951 
Life of a boy in a small Midwestern town. 
so. (~~-*) Wellman, P.T., ~ ~ Mistresa. Doubleday, 
New York, 1951 . 
. A fiction life story of James Bowie in Louisiana, 
Mississippi, and Texas fr.om 1817-1836. 
li 
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51. 
52. 
(*) W~st~ Jessamyn, Friendly Persuasion. Harcourt, 
New York~ 1945 
Short stories of a ~uacker family in southern 
Indiana during the Civil War period. 
(·:}) White, Stewart Edward, ~ Blazed Trail. 
Grosset,. New York, l9p8 
Story of the Michigan logging camps. 
I 
I 
D. For Pupils - Records II 
.I 1. 
.Immigrants All Americans AU. u.s. Office o:f 
Education, .Federal Radio Education 'Comm.is.sion, 
Washington, .. 25 
Illustrates .. contributions of immigrants to our 
social, economic, and political life. 
l 
I 
II 
I 
2. Abraham Lipcoln N~tiona1· Associa,tion of Secondary 
School Principals, 1201 16th Street, North West 
Washington D.c. 6 II 
· ·:. :·Highlights in his career as President and portions! 
of his major speeches. I 
3. Frontier Ballads Volume 1 and 2 Folway Records II 
and Service Corporation, 386 4th Avenue, New Yorkl~ 
4. Abraham Lincoln DL8515 /Unerican Book Co., 55 l'l 
Fifth Avenue, New.York, 3 
. II 
Collection of Lincoln poetry and prose by such I 
authors as Sandburg, Markham, Whi t~an, and others .. II 
5. ~ People, qxu__ .. Album DL5135 Decca Records, 50 
1 West 57 St .. , New York, 19 I 
Sandburg r_eads selections :from the book of this 
title. 
E. For Pupils - Films 
1. MW .. Twain. Ass.ociation Films~ Inc., Broad 
Ridgef~eld, New Jersey 
I 
I 
I 
at Elm, I 
1
1 
This ten minute biography shows the way some of hi 
writings developed ~rom frontier folklore. . II ---===+==---~======r=-
1 ~ ~ II It 
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II 
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I 
2. Covered Wa~on Kod~scope Eastman~Kodak Stores, 
Incorporated, Kodascope Libraries Division, 
356 Madison Avenue, New York, 1? 
,, 
!j 
I 
I 
I 
.. • Portrayal o~ tb.e struggles and dangers of the ~~~· 
first crossing of tP.e Great Plains, (66 minutes) 
1 
4. 
~ :w&:i:a. ~ Drama University of California, il 
Educational Film SaJ.es Department, Los Angeles,241 
Calii'orniae 
I 
Shows b.ow one episode is treated for radio, the !{ 
stage, television, andmotiqn pictures. (35 m1nutej1 
Pioneers .. i!. · ~. Plains. E.I:l.cyclopedia Britannic a II 
Films, Wilmette, Illinois. 
. 1 
Special 'problems of a pioneer fwnily in 1870. I 
,I 
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Evaluation 
91 1 
A· Objective Tests 
1. Authors and their works 
2. Ideas and q~otations I 
I 
t! 
I 
3. Vocabulary 
4. Higher reading skills 
5. Elements of the American Dream and character 
6. Typical manners, customs.~~ dialect, qualities 
> 
B. Subjective Materials 
II 
jl 
a. 
D. 
1. Themes 
2• Essay type tests 
3. Oral and written .discussions of 
characters, and ideas. 
reactions· to books, 
.·· I 
Other Evaluation ~ 
1. Checking of notebooks. 
a.. Individual·voca.bula.ry and spelling lists. 
b. Lists of picturesque words 
c. Lists of qualities, ideas, and ideals 
d. Outlines. 
e. Preces 
f. Analyses of poems and stories 
2. Checking of Core and Optional Activities 
I 
.I 
Evaluation of the unit. Use the following. questions ll 
as guides: · !I 
1. In what ways do you think you .have improved in l 
reading? I 
What did you like about the unit? 
What did you dislike? 11 
Do you think you have. learned more through the unitj' 
method of study than you would pave through daily 
assignment and recitation? Give reasons. I 
s. Offer any suggestions you .think will improve the 
unit. i 
I 
I 
II 
t' 
.! 
li 
THE INDIVIDUAL AND ··!Y§ AMERICAN HERITAGE. 
· UNIT Vli 
ONE NATION, INDIVISIBIE 
I' 
l 
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TBE INDIVIDUAL Aill2. HIS AMERICAN HERITAGE 
IUNIT VII 
- . 
~ Nation, Indivisiple 
I-. Introduction 
I' 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
ll 
' 
I 
I 
I 
. I
I 
Over a span of three thousand miles and three 
hundred years our study o"f literature has taken us 
in our search for an understanding of the individual 
and his .American heritage.- From our regional studies 
we realiz& the wide diversity and variety of the Ameri-
can people and their manners, customs, environments, 
ideas,~characteristics, and modes of speech. Were-
alize also that there are basic uniting forces--certain 
ideals that are in·corporated into the .American Dream--
similar for all. From our reading we know that these 
include the folowing: Individualism, Self-reliance., 
Reverence toward the Eternal Being and Immortality~ 
Appreciation of beauty and of Nature, Love of fam.il:y, 
and Love of friends, Love of home and country, Service 
and equality of all men, ·sympathy for the misunderstood 
and downtrodden. As we study this unit, note the liter-
ary selections that deal with these ideas and the wr·i:i-:-· 
ters who have become the voices of America. Note the 
application of tb.e following quotation: 11Though the 
wortb. of the individual is championed here, tb.e pres-
sures of conformity continue to mold us in one image". 
II, Pupil Objectives 
A• .. Understandings 
·1. The gl"eat power of literature is in its interpre 
tation of human motives and conduct, set against 
a given background • 
The American culture is the result of the blend- I 
ing of great and. varied cultures of the world. l 
Authors may· depict and. interpret life in any one 1' 
of the following way: (l) romantic, (2)realistio 
( :3) naturalistic. · . . 
4~ History is the record of what happened; liter- I 
ature, an interpretation of what happened. I 
We are a mixed people, but we share a common L 
field of reference in our literature; it is a 
heritage that belongs to all of us. 
---1 
!I I 
I 
II 
I 
7. 
8. 
Literature deals with human experience and pel'-
sonal values; it allows us to expe.rienoe vicar-
iously tbo_ challenge and l'esponsibilitd:.es we 
will some day· have to face. 
ll II 
I 
Literature enables us to gl'ow in awareness and 
undel'standing of' people who dif'f'el' f'l'om our-
. selves because they have lived in anothel' time I 
or place. I 
Good literature presents people, ideas, and emot' 
ions honestly and artistically and leads us to 
see that in :tbe full life there is a place for 
the imaginative and spirt tual as well as the prae.-
tical. · I 
9. Literature provides the means for examining our 
own values and the values of' society more cri-
ticall-y because it exposes the superficiai and I 
false as dramatically as it_ portrays the genuine 
and tb:t worthwhile. : __ · - -· 1 
10. Regionalism in both life and literature bas been 
a force for good, even tbougb. at times it has le 
to strains. 
. .. 
11. Regional lite.rature is that literatur_e which is 
consciously designed as a connnent upon the life 
and people of a pa:.i:"ticular. section of' the country I 
or that literature in which regional environment 
is so strongly and clearly delineated that it be-
comes· a major force ih the story. 
12. In American literature are some of the most im- lj 
passioned pleas for_ the natural rights of mankind! 
ever produ_ ced by a people; the .feeling, the dept~! 
and beauty of' many of' the political documents 
b.ave raised them to the level of' true literature • 
. - : :f;.r . . . . . . - I 
13. > Ame.r·lcan_ writers_ have described America in poem, I 
stor-y, drama, novel, history, sketch, essay, and 
. 'ed.itorial. They have recorded regional differ- I 
ences in speech and manner and landscape, shown . 
the special ways of living and thinking in the 11 
. .fishing_ villa-ges o_:r_ New. England_, in _the cotton 
1
,. 
land of tne·soutb:, in the small towns of the · 
Midwest, on the ranches of the wide ·apen spaces, I 
and in the big citie~. · · . · I 
I 
II ,, 
I 
IJ 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
B. Attitudes and Appreciations 
1. The literature of America can help us interpret 
the America in which we live by helping us under-
stand the men and women who were responsible for 
its ~owth, its ideals, and its achievements. 
2. Literature is as much a part of our heritage as 
the freedoms and privileges we enjoy because of 
the sacrifices or others. 
3. American literature· presents a portrait Of Amer-
ica; her ideas and ideals, her development., . her 
pe~etual.change, her resourcefulness in tempo-
rary defeat, her boundless confidence in her own 
power, and b.er hope for the future. 
4. 
5. 
7. 
a. 
10. 
American literature presents pictures of .Americals 
people: the gentlem·an pionee.t> ·of New England and I 
Virginia- .... at first more English than .A.m.erican; 1 
the covered wagon homesteader, determined as he I 
struggled westward to make the American experi- I 
ment a reality; "tb.e huddled masses yearning to 
breathe :free n welcomed to these shores. . .j 
Many voices speaking iri many forms and at many I 
times and in many places make up American liter-
_ature. · 1 
Literature interprets life and people in terms 
of human experience. 
one of the niany, beliefs .of the American Dream is 
that each persori must do what he believes is 
right. 
'I I. I 
I 
America bas become not only our country to have 1 
and to bold and to chenish but also a magnificen 
story to study and understand. 
America's s~ory is recorded not only in otir-pub..; 
lie documents but also in the durable literature 1 
of such writers as Mark Twaint Hamlin ·Garland, 
1 Willa Cather, Sinclair Lewis, Nathaniel Hawthorn~ 
Walt Whitman, and many others. !I 
The best fiction, whether novel or short story, ··I' 
spotlights a selected aspect of human nature or ' 
experience, so that tb.e reader grows steadily a 1 
I• little wiser in his understanding of life and of I 
=---====*f ======p=e=o=p=l=e =· === I. 
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12. 
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The novel started in England, . but the short story 
is .America's contribution to literatw:-e • I 
Every good selection of literattire is built on 1 
some· idea about life that strikes the writer as 
significant. 
Skills and Abilities · 
Reading: To increase ability 
1. To read, recognize, and analyze any form of 
literatu~ · 
2. To evaluate and to judge character 
3. To recogniz,e clues to setting and to character 
Writing: To increase ability 
1. To dev.elop powers. of description 
2. To develop individual style 
3. To write a short term paper 
Listening: To increase ability 
I 
II 
1. To reeogt:lize clues to setting and character II 
. 2. To enjoy and appreciate regional differences II 
in. literature · 
3. To note and ret'lect on any references to. 1 
.,tunerican literature in television and radio 
programs l 
4. To present comments and criticisms ~ourteousl~ 
Speaking: To increase ability I 
1. To give info~ative talks 
2. To interpret meaning through emphasis and 
reflection · 
.core Activities (all pupils will do. all core activities) 
A. Introductory Activity . · ·11 
We have traveled to tb.e v~rious regions of the Unite~~ 
States and have .become acquainted with regional literi 
ature of all kinds. Now let us look at .America as a 
1 
whole --at the splendid, wonderful panorama. of'. our . 
·wonderful land. As we view these two movies--
'~erica the Beautifultt and "Across America in Ten I 
.Minute an, note carefully the· regions we have studied, 
. . . . I 
I 
!' 
I 
I 
I 
B. 
c. 
I 
I 
96 
but reflect how you can best describe the nation and 
its people as a whole.. Keep in mind the following 
quotation for discussion and better understanding: 
11Here is the whole land, laid lavishly across the 
belly of a continent, washed by three seas, warmed by 
a dozen suns, breathing a hundred airs, so vast .its 
horizons exhaust the eye, so turbulent with beauty, 
ugliness, terror, and hope, that it wears a thousand 
faces and Speaks ten thousand tonguesU • 
1. What do youthink "a dozen sunsn refers to? tta 
hundred airstt? 
2. What are some .of the "thousand faces"? the "ten 
thousand tongues"?· .. 
3. What is some of the nbeautyn? the. "terrortt? the 
"uglinesstt? the·"hope 11 ? 
... . ~. ·- .... .. . 
Introduction to Activities 
For the next two or three weeks we shall be sum-
marizing and.studyingthe literature of America in 
general. The questions, sugg-estions, activities, a.nl 
bibliography that follow form your Stu(b: Guide. We 
shall all do the !LQu.Activities wl:lich are based on 
selections from your anthology. As we read select-
ions, we shall discuss them. You will find it wise 
to keep notes to aid you in your writing-, speaking, 
and listening activities. In yournotebook keep a 
record of the work you do along with your class note] 
vocabulary_ l-ist and sp. elling list •. These wi.ll be j 
checked in individual conferences. The Optional i 
Related .Activities are those you may do because of j 
special needs and interests. Check the ones you wis 
to do and we will discuss them in conferences. We I 
shall share our activities at specified times which j 
you may designate in class discussions. You may wor · 
as fast as you like. Complete ~ Activities first11 
Activities 
1. Write· a discussion in which you name writers you 
think may be regarded as American voices and tell 
why. · 
1{ 2. Align yourself with one of the following panels 
and present your discussion to the class: 
American music, American architecture, American 
scientists, American folklore •. 
3.:· In the unit introduction are eight ideals of the 
.A:inerican Dream. ·List these and with them the 11 
~F=== I 
ll 
D. 
I 
II 
I 
l 
II 
.,.._. ;_i;writers of each :region and the selections and 
tb.e inte.rpl:'etat.ions tb.e readers give the select-
ions. : 
5. Following are. descriptive phrases or sayings 
.peculiar to certain regions. Find and list as 
many of these as yo~ can about every region and 
,America as· a whole.. . . 
. 
11Eat it up.. Wear it out. Make it do. Do with-
.. out.!.'--from New England :Creed. 
"As for what you're_ c_ alling hard luck--well, we'; 
made NewEngland_out of it--that and codfish.tt (s.v. Benet) 
nThe present is so powerful in New York that the 
past is lost." ( J. J. Chapman) 
6. Memorize. and present to the class or read with 
· the proper interpretation a selection that you 
think embodies an important aspect of America or 
typifies American ideas., 
7. List the regions and the type of- immigrants who 
settled in these regions and reasons for their . 
settlement in those specific regions. List also 1 
any words that have come from their native lan-
guages into the American. 
s. Write your credo under some such title as "This I 
I Believen. , 
Optional Related ActiVities 11 
. . I 
1. -Write and present a conversation among a group j 
o.f persons suppo. sedly _f'rom tb._ e various regions. 
The conversation must bring out diff'erenoes in 
speech, points of' view> customs,· work, and so on 
2. Make a list of' generalizations commonly heard in 
1 
reference to the regions such as "I'm from Mis-
souri; you'll have to show me 11 • Prepare to 
substantiate or ref'ute these L 
Have a·. quiz program entitled 11Who Said That?tt in 
which you match quotations with authors. 
Write a research paper on any signif'icant phase 
I 
II 
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I' II II 
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5. Present a travelogue Ol'l the Ubited States, in 
which you tell about especially significant 
sights to see • · Use pictures., 
Culminating Activities 
. ... 
1. Presentation of panel discussions,; individual 
reports,· readings, travel talks, quiz programs, 
2. Display of pictures, maps 
3. Readings of lists, and Credo 
Group discussion of unit activities I 
lj~. Materials I 
,, 
I' 
A. 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
'I 
r--. 
I 
Basic Texts 
II ,, 
1. 
6. 
I Sc_hrainm; ·.Wilbur .and others,· Adventures. !.QJ! 
Americans. Harcourt, Br,ace. and Company, New I 
Yol;tk, · 1956 
. . . . . . I 
Bailey, Matilda, and u. w. Leavell, ~ World. · I 
.Q!.. America. American Book :Company; New York, 1956" 
Neville, M.A., and M.J. Herzberg, Literatur~ .in ji. 
&ner.ica--Liying Words. Rand McNally and Company I' 
New York, 1958 ,'j 
Wagenheim and others, .··.Q.ur; Reading Reritt;&~e.~ ll 
.I.a. America. Henry Hql t Qlild Company; New York 
1956. 1. 
Tres·sl.er, J.G. Enctlish .1.n Action. Third Edition !1,
1 
D.c. Heath, Boston, 1940 
~ Enslish Workshop~ II 
For Teachers II 
. . . ' . . . ~ 
18 Eroening, Angela M., ed., Q1>nduct;Ua E;x;periences 1 
.in English~ .. Monograph No( S, NOTE Appleton= l 
Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1~59 1 
Evans, Bergen and Cornelia, A Jl1gti,onary $2.!. 
Contemporary _Enilish Usaie. Random House, New 
York, 1955 
I 
I 
I 
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II 
I 
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3. H~nes, Helen E.; What• § ln A Noyel. Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1942 
11 
- . 'I 
4. Krutch, J.W., American Drgma Sing§ ~. George I 
Braziller:, New York, 195'7 
s. Laban, walter: LiteratJll'e JIJ:l.<l.Social Sensitivib I 
NCTE, C~ampa~gn~ Illinois, 195~ . I 
6. LaBrarit,· Lou, ~.Teach _Engliah. Harcourt, Brace 11 
and Company, New York, 1951 . , 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. I 
'7., Larrabee, ·Eric, ed., Am.erigan PanQram.a. New Yor~ 
Univers~ty Pr~ss, New York, 1957 . _ . !I 
s. Lillard, R.G~, American L.1fi. .In Atitobiogra,phy. · II 
stanford University Press, Stanford, California, lj 
1956 . 
9. L~~ie,· R4.H~~ Ind1~n§ ~.~Plain§. McGraw Hill~~~, 
New York, 1954 I 
. . ' ·. .. · .... 
10. Maciver, R~M., ··Great· Moral Dilemmas .ill Ltterature 
Harper, New York, 1956 · . 
11. N. ati~nal Council of T. eache;s _of English~ Gommis-~~~ 
sion on tne Englisn Curriculum, ~ Ensliall 
Lariguase .Al::t.a. .in W. secondary SchooL. NOTE 
CtirricUlum Series, Vol~ 3j Appleton-Century- 11 
12 • 
13. 
14. 
Cr_ofta, _ ~no_._,_. ~ew Yor~, 1956 _ 
Sandburg, Carl,-·Abraliam Lingolil; -~ Prairie 
. Years . .rul!l•~.·~. Years •. B;arcourt, Brace, New 
1 York, 1934 j 
Sl:~ne·~ E~ic, American .Yesterdays. Wilfred Funk~ 
New_ York~ ~956 ... I 
I 
Wheat, C.E .. ;:rM Democratic Traditlon .ill America., 
Ginn, New York, 1943 
Supplementary Books for Pupils (*) 
( -3H~) 
(~HHC) 
(X) 
j! 
Easy reading 1l 
Rather difficult I 
Difficult 
Nonfiction 
1. (X) Alilunas, L.J., Youth Faces American 
Citizenahip ~ippincott, _N~w Yo)."k, 1956 
Responsibilities and privileges o:f citizenship 
I 
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2. (~to X) AmeriCan Heritaie ~ S2.!. 
Great Historic Pls.ces. Simon and Shuster, 
New York, 195.7 
3. . (~Ht- X) Athe~top, Lewis, M.§.1n Street .Q!l .:tM 
Middle Border. Indiana University Press, 
Bloomington, 1954 
• + A social history rich with literary reference 
and Midwestern folklore from Civil War days to 
th.e pre sen:t::. ~ 
4. {* X) Bailey, John,.~ .Saturday Evenini .Ewt:t 
, ~artoons. Dutton, New York, 1950 
5. 
7. 
s. 
10. 
Amer~can life and humor in cartoons. I I 
(-lto X.) Barker, Virgil, American Paintini• I 
Ma,<lMilla.n, New York, 1950 II 
History and interpretation of American art. . j' 
(*) Barnes, Rutb. A., ed., .I :mta.r. America Siniing 
Winston, N8w Yo>"k, 1937 · 'I 
Poems of l~berja.ck~,, Neg:r~es, at).d other f'olk •. 
1 (-lto~~ X) Barzun; Jacques, God's Country ~ MJ.rut. ·I 
Little, BOston, 1954 .. · . · ·· ·• .. II 
Common· "and uncommo.n experiences of a mid-century II 
American with love and a few harsh words. 11 
(~to X) Blum, Daniel, A. B1ctoria1 History !2!.. ~ 
Aw,erica,n Theater. Greenberg, N.ew York, 
1950 
Pictorial presentation of important plays and 
players fro~ behind. the ~~otlfughts. · 
l 
I 
I 
( il-) Boni, Margret B., ed. ,..Fire side B.Q.Qk ~ 
Favorite· American Sonia• Simon and Shuster 
New York, 1952 
,, 
! 
l 
l 
Words and music of typical American songs~. . !
. I 
( {~) Fire side liQ.Qk .2.1: 
1952~. . . . I 
Folk songs,. ballads, spirituals, carols, and 
hymns. I 
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(*) Botkin, B.A.., ed., Sidewalks .W:: America• I' 
. Boobs=Merrill, New_ York,. 1954 _ I 
. Folklore, ·· legends, sagas, tradi tiona, customs, I 
songs, stories, and sarings,of city folk •. 
\ 
12. (*X~ Brooks, VanWyck and etto Beltman, ~ 
Literary Herita~; A Pictorial History 
.Qt.. ..:t.Wt Writer .in !merica,. D11tton, New 
_York,_ 1956 
I, 
II 
I 
I· 
Pictures of our American writers and locales. 
13. (*) Burrell, 'Angus and Bennett Cerf, ed., 
An Antholoia ~ F.&ll.o.Y.a. American. Stories. 
Modern Library, New York, 195:3 
.-. . . . . 
I 
I 
14. (~~ X) Carmer,dCarl,. ed., ·cavalcade l2!. America. 
I 
I 
I 
16 .. 
17. 
Crown-! N~~ Yor.~' 1956 
. Deeds and achievements of the men and women who 
made our country great. · j 
(~B~- X) Cll~~e ~- Gilbert~ ~me rica'~ Music McGraw !1 
Hill, New York, 1955 ! 
Exciting arid diversifie~ panora.m~ of olll:> great 
musical ·heritage; 
(~H~) 01ough, :B.G., · ed., ?b American . 11 
· Imaiination At. ~.. Knopf'· New York, 1947 · 
Tall tales and folk tales. 
. ' . 
(~~A- X) De Lys, Claudia, A Treasury .Q!. American 
SpPerstitione Philosophical Library, 
New York, 1948. 
. ...... . .. 
An abbreviated survey of current. beliefs and 
practices traceable to primitive and symbolic 
origins and expressions ·via f.am.iliar by-paths 
and lanes of sayings, customs, beliefs, and 
superstitions of every day. 1 
18~- ( iHf- X) Devoto a, Bernard;· 14a..t.k Twain's Ameriea. I· 
Houghton-Mifflin,., Boston, 1951 !' 
Colorful picture of a tough, .cruelj vita.J.j and I 
exuberant society that grew up where the wagons I 
stopped. . 
Boston Univa?e1tv 
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'I 19. (*) Giniger, Kenpeth, Amc~riea, runeriea, America.lj 
·Watts, New York, 1957 · .1
1 
, . Tributes by poets,. novelists, and travelers. ~~ 
II 20 •. (*) HS.ze'ltine, ,Alice ·r., ed..:, h ~.!Ill .in j,· I America .. :· _A.:-bingdon. Press, New York, 1954 . II 
1
•
1 
Celebrities t.Z.om baseball :to the theater confess·JI 
the fun B:nd_~gony of g:77?wing up. 
1
1
1 
21. (-J,}) Heydrick.; B.A'., ed., Americans All. Harcour 1
1 N~V17 York, 194~ I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
l I· 
I 
j 
22. 
·24. 
27. 
28. 
Stories of American life. · 
~ . . . . 
(~f. X) Holbro"ok; s.H. 1 ~u· bn Qt. American 
1
1 
~Ustory.. MacMillan, New York, 1946 I 
::: :::::t;::. 7::dw::~:e~:, m::t::ca grea~~~ Hi~.tory .21: j;M .l'k>U:• Grown; New York, 1954 I 
Hov( rogues and sheriffs ah~red in the growing I· 
.pains. of. the West.. 11 
({f.) Ives j Burl, Tales ·.2!.·· America. World, New 1j 
. . _York, 19~4 J 
A variety show· of three and· one half centuries o 
legends, fa~ts, clippin~a, letters, and tall t~s~ 
. ( {~ X) Jaffe, Bernard, ·~ .Q.t Science .1n AmericA• I· 
·. SiJno~ a~d S.huste~ .. New Y~~k., 1944 . 1 
Nineteen famous scientists and thei.r influence o~1 
the g.rowth of our. country. J 
(*) La Farge, Ol~ver., Pictorial Histor~ .Q!_ .:Jill&. I 
Amarican Indian. Crown, New York, 1956 I 
First hun~ers, first ~ra:~tam~, first Americana. II 
( *) Lomax, Jobn and Alan,- American. Ballads . an.sl jl 
Folksonis. · MacMillan, N~w York, 1934 
1
1 
( ')'f:c X) Mardikian, G.M., .s.mu .21: Atnerica. McGraw II 
I New York, 1956 
Owner of a fabulous restaurant tells of his 
wondrous first e,Xperienees in America. 
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33. 
34. 
37. 
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(*) McCaslin, Nellie, ~1 Tales 
Macr~~ .. New York, 1956 
(*) Morgenthau, J"rt~:,',.··Henry, ed., There ~­
Giants .1n ~ L!W,d.. Rinehart, New York, 
1942 
Stories of· twenty-eight Americans as told by 
twenty-eight ·contemporary Americans. 
(~PA- X) Paden, Irene D., ~.M.:~ .Qt. ·.:t.tl& Prairie 1
1 , · Schooner. MacMillan, New York, 1947 
·- . - . - - I 
. 
Authentic· saga of emigrant trails across Americ:a'sl 
plains from 1812 to 1869.. . . j 
(*) Preece, Harold, Livins Pioneers. World, New I 
York,_l952_· (I 
Vivid, lively storie$ of .. real- pioneers and the _1
1 
guts and gusto of the most o6u:rageous and ex- i 
citing period of o~ h~sto:ry. . I 
I 
I 
({.c. X) Sarna, Jessie, B., White. Mother. 
New Yo:rk, 1957 
McG:raw, 
Two Negro girls receive· a.·future with hope from 
the love of a white woman. . 1 
. (lH>* X) Sandburg, C.;l: AJ.way~ ~ YQUDi ~ 
Harcourt, New York, 1953 . · , 
The poet • s p:rai~ie-town boyhood~ 
(-11-) Scherman, D.E., Literary America. Dodd, 
New York, 1952 Pho~ograp~s of the American sce~e a that inspired 1
1 
our great~r~ters! 
( ~~-'* X) Spaeth, Sigmund, ·A History ~ Popular · I 
Music in America. Random House, New York,jl 
1948 
History of popular songs and .the·ir writ~rs. 
I, (*X) Ulanov, Barry, A Handbook .Qt..~. Viking, 11 
New York, 1957 U 
Guide to the music, iti"strumenta, and people who 
pioneere·d this AJnerican contribution to music. 
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38. (-JHHf- X) West, R.B., Jr.,· Kinidom $2!. .t..1a. Saints~ 
1 Viking, New York, 195'7 i 
39. 
Story of the Mormons in the ·settlement of the 
West from 1830 t~ the present day. 
( -~U.*-) Williams, A.N., Rocky Mountjlin Country. 
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, New York, 1950 
Thre·e centuries ·of fabulous history from the 
Conquistadores to the.oil and cattle kings. 
. . " . . . . . . 
40. (-~f.) Williains, Oscar; ed., A. Little Treasury .Qi. 
Am?~~can Poetr~.. Scribn~r, New York, 1950 · 
I 
From colonial times to the present day. 
I c. For Pupils - Records 
1. .6DJ1i; JLt · Awl rica Album DLB033 Decca Records, Inc .1 
50 We at 5'7 St., New York 19. 
s. 
D. For 
. . . . . 
Fwnous,well~known poems ~ith background music by 
Fred waring. 
Masterpieces .Qt. Literaffu:r~ Series, Vol. II. · 
''.Q.Y£ Alnerican Herita~e , recorded by Wesley Addy 
Columbia Recording Company, '799 '7th Ave. New 
York, 3. ·· . .. 'j 
.In .:the.: American Tradition •. ·Recorded by orson 
1
1 
Welles, Recordibgs·Division, New York University I 
Fi~ Library, Washington §quar~, New York 3. I 
Americans ·m - Immiuants .All. u.s. Office of l 
Education, Department. of Interio.t:>, Washington,D.Cll 
Ballads .. E.Qr.. · · .Arner.icans... Paul Robeson RCA Victor jl 
Manufacturing Co. ~,I 
Pupils - Films , 
I 
united States . British Information Services, 30 I 
Rockefeller Plaza, New YO.t:>k 20. 
. . . . 
(45 minutes) History, traditions, characte.t:>istics 
and resources are traced. 
'I ~~=------===--= 
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2. Discussion jn ~ Democracy. Coronet Instructi~na 
Films, 65 E. Southwater st., Chicago 1. 
(10 minutes) Relationship of.· organized discus-
sion ~o a demo~ratic_soci~ty. 
3. PictUre .In ~. 1Yl.iw1. International Film 
F()U~~-~~~~n . 34p_ E. 46 St ~,. N~'!. ~ork 17 ~ 
Re-sponsibility of the individual to cope with 
pre judice ( 16 ~inutes). 
II I 
I 
4. Land-~ Liberty •. Teaching Film Custodians, Inc. 
25 W. 43 St., New York 18. ! 
. I 
Struggle- ib: attaini~g and defending American 1 
liberties f!'om Colonial ~eriod to 1938. I 
5. Power Behind :the. Nation. U.s. Treasury United ,. 
States Savings Bond Division, Washington,D.C., 25 1i 
. . . . I 
Growth arises from the co-operative action of a l 
free people. ~~ 
V. Evaluation 
A.. Objectiv~ _Tests 
1. Authors. and their works 
2. Ideas and q~ot.ations 
3. Vocabulary 
4. Righe_r reading skills 
5. Elements of the American Dream and character 
6. Typical manners, customs, dialect, qualities 
B. Subjective Materials 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Themes 
Essay type teats 
Oral and written di-scussioi:rs ·of reactions to 
books, characters, and ideas. 
jl 
II II I' 
::.=======#:II=-==== 
'I . C. Other Evaluation 
II 
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I 1. Checking of Notebooks 
!l a. Individual vocabulary. an_d spelling lists 
II b. Lists of picturesque words 
I 
li 
!' ll c. Lists of qualities, ideas, and ideals I 
!I d. Outlines 
II 
II II jl 
l 
II 
l' 
II 
I 
I 
jl 
D. 
1. 
e. Preces 
. I 
fe Analyses of poems and stories 
2. Checking of Core and Opt~onal Activities I 
' Evaluation of the unit. 
. . . , 
Use the following questions 1 
as guides : 'I 
1. In what ways do you 
reading? 
think you have improved in 
2 0 What did you like about the unit? !1 
. I 
3. What. did you dislike? . jl 
4. Do you think you have learned more through the 'I 
unit method of ·study than you would have through I 
daily assignment and re~i tat ion? Give rea~ons. II 
I 5. Offer any suggestions you think will improve the • 
unit. ~ 
Sample Objective ~ 
Name a selection written by each of the following: 
a. Herman Melville 
b. Benjamin Franklin ------------------------------
c. Francis Parkman -------'"------------
d. Mark Twain --~-----~----------------------
e. Robert Sherwood-------------------------------
II 
I, 
II 
I· 
11 
1/ 1 f. Emily Dickinson ----------------
g~ Walt Whitman 
h. Jack London --~------------------------
i. Edgar Allen Poe 
j~ Edwin A,rlington Robinson ------------
k. 0~1 .Sand[)urg ~----------------
1. Robert Frost-~:-:----------------
m. Nathaniel Hawthorne 
n. Sin_clai:r Le~is -·:-:------..,-----------
o. Edgar ~e Masters------------.;..._.--
P• Henry W'_• L~>ngf_el}?w --------------
q. Ralph Waldo Emerson ------------------------
r. Sidney Lanier -----------------------~~-----
.. 
2. Identify the following quotations, giving author and 
selection: 
a. "Loire your neighbor; yet don't pull down your 
hedge. 11 
b. 11 Lknow·not what cours·e othera.·may take; but as 
for me, give me liberty or give me death l" 
c. 11 We 1re making new·things in this country--new 
, men--new silver--pe:t:-haps, who knows, a new 
nation. 11 
d. "We hold these truths to be self-evident; that 
all men are created equal, that they are en-
dowed by ·their Creator with certain inalienable 
rights·~ tbat amOng these· are life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness." 
l 
'I 
I 
I 
I II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
l 
e . , "He 1 who. from zon~ t;o ~on~~ 
Guides through the boundless sky thy certain 
' flight, . 
In the long wa:y that I must tread alone, 
Will lead my steps: a!'igb.t.» 
f. "To the glory that was Greece 
. Ahd the ·grande'!W th.~t we.~ Rome~ n 
" g,... r•::aere once the embattled t·al:"llle;r:os stood 
1. 
k. 
And .fired tb.e shot heard round the wottld. tt 
ttr,ebere is a time in every mant s education when 
he a):'rives at the ~onvie.tion that ~nvy is ig-
nortap.oe.; that imitation is suicide J that be 1 
must t~ himself for ·better; for wol'se, as his 
portion; that though the wide universe is fUJ.l I 
of good). no kemel of nourishing corn oan come I 
to him but t~ough b.is toil bestowed on that 
plot o:f ground which is given to him to till." 1 
"A boyis will is t~e wind's w112, 
And t~e thoughts ot youth are long, long, 
thoughts.n 
rtNot what we give, but what we share, 
For the gift without tbe giver is bare;n 
nwitb. maliee to'Vtard none J w::tth oha:rity i'or all; 
with firmness in the right, as God gives us to 
see the right, let us strive on to .finish the 
work we are in; 
II II 
·I 
II 
I 
J II 
I 
II 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
"I hear America Singing, the varied carols I 
hear •••• 11 
ii 
'I 
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"And always America is the place of the death-
less a.ild ehrap. tll.red moments·, the eye ·t.hat looked,, 
the mouth· that sml.led and vanished, ·arid the word; 
the a·ton.e·; the·· leaf,- the. door we neve:r found and 
never have forgotten. u 
nr speak of new· cities and new people. 
I tell you the past is a bucket of ashes. 
I ·tell you yesterday is a wind gone down, a sun 
dropped· in the west, ·· · · · ·· · 
I· telr-you there is· nothing in the wo:rld only 
an ocean of tomorrows, a sky of·· tomorrows." 
l!§gp1ething there ls that doe an 1 t love a wall ••• " 
. . 
'!P.rt P~"Pter. than the· minting 
Of a gold-crowned king 
Is the safe-kept memory 
Of a lovely thing. 11 
II 
I 
3.. ct::toose t):lree of t~~ fo~lowi~g B:nd discuss fully: 
a. 
c. 
Select a· regional writer from each· region we have 
studied· and discuss the ·reasons that he is repre-
sentative of. that region. 
Discuss a regional book you have l'ead, telling 
how the enviroM.l~nt influe!lced the author• a j 
thinking, how the language used by the characters! 
reveals the flavor of the region~ whether the 
author's attitude is realistic, or romantic, whe-
ther-the events could have happened logically in 
any other region. 
Name the American Ideals and give selections to 
illustrate each one. I ==~=========-==~~~~-~-
11 
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d~ · Choose one of every form of literature we have 
studied and tell.why you think it-is represent-
ative of America. 
(Novel, short story, play, poem, essay, editorial 
e. Write a discussion.of what the· American heritage 
means to you, quoting the sources of your ideas. 
4. Answers to ~est (objective part~) 
1. · (a) Moby D]&kO(b) AUtObiography (c) Oreion Trail 
(d)~ .Qn.~ Mississippi (e) "Abe Lincoln in 
Illinois" (f~) "I Never Saw·A.Moor", etc., (g) 11 0 
Captain 1 My Captain 111 , . etc~, (h) "All-Gold Canyon", 
etc.,(i) "Tell-Tale Reart",·etc.; {j) "Reuben · 
Bright"; etc .. ; (k) "Prairie", etc., (1) "North of 
Boston", etc.,· (m) "Great Stcine Face", etc., 
(n) Arrowsmith, (o) ttFrank Drummer", etc., (p) "My 
L6st Youth 11 ,; etc., (q) "Self-Rel.iance 11 , etc~, 
2. 
(r) "A Ballad of Trees and the Master", etc• 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
{ ,; ' \ '-~ l 
{d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
(k) 
. (1) 
(m) 
(n) 
(o) 
(p) 
B.· Franklin, 11 $ayings of Poor Richard" 
Patrick.Henry, 11Address to Virginia Conventicn' 
PaulReve.uerutn"A Tooth for ?aul Revere 11by s.v. 
Benet 
Jefferson and others, "Declaration of 
Independence n 
"To a Waterfow111 , w .. C. Bryant 
11To Helen", E. A. Poe · 
"Concord Hymn",· R.,W. Emerson 
"Self..;.Reliance"; R•w~ Emerson 
"My Lost· Youtb.ll, H .. W. Longfellow· 
"Vision C>f" Sir ·Launfal", J~ R. Lowell 
.ttsecond Inaugural Address", Abraham Linco:hn 
"I Hear America Singing", Walt Whitman 
"American Landscape 11 , Tb.omas Wolfe 
''Prairie", Carl Sandburg · · 
"Mending·a·Walln, Robert Frost 
"The Coin", Sara Teasdale 
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